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FOREWORD

THE FUTURE IS NOW

by Ann Mettler, Chair, ESPAS

T

he next decade will be defining for the
future of Europe and Europe’s role in
the world. Seismic global power shifts;
pressure on liberal democracies; challenges
to global governance; the transformation
of economic models and the very fabric of
societies; new uses and misuses of technology;
contrasting demographic patterns; and
humanity’s growing ecological footprint
– the world is well on its way towards a
new geopolitical, geo-economic and geotechnological order. What role will Europe
play in this fast-changing world? How can the
European Union ensure that it does not end up
a middle power, caught between the United
States and China? What will it take for Europe to
hold its destiny in its own hands in 2030?
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The future is now, and tomorrow’s
challenges (and opportunities) are
determined by today’s choices. But the future
is not what it used to be. The world is far more
complex, contested and competitive than
before – and is changing at unprecedented
pace. The interconnected and interdependent
nature of national, European and global affairs
has put a new premium on agile policy- and
decision-making, resilience, strategic foresight,
and anticipatory governance – all of which are
more important now than ever before. Despite
being more necessary and urgent, developing
a ‘culture of preparedness’ and proactively
shaping the future has also become more
difficult and testing.
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TOWARDS A CULTURE
OF PREPAREDNESS AND
ANTICIPATION
Against this backdrop, the ESPAS Global Trends
to 2030: Challenges and Choices for Europe
report is a contribution to support policy- and
decision-makers as they navigate the world into
2030. We may not be able to provide a linear, predetermined chart – from port of departure to port
of arrival. But what we can do is extrapolate insights
from current global trends; explore some of the key
uncertainties that will shape Europe’s future; and
better anticipate some of the choices and decisions
that might confront us in the coming decade.
Without purporting to be all-encompassing,
this report seeks to pull together available
evidence for what one may well call a European
reality-check. Europe is a key global player in
many areas, but the world is no longer Eurocentric
– nor will it be so in the future. Europeans will
be fewer, older, and relatively poorer while
much of the rest of the world is rising. Even
if European Union Member States pool more
resources together, Europe will remain outspent
on security and defence. And as global power is
being redefined by rapid technological progress,
Europeans lag behind China and the United States
on emerging technologies and innovations – from
Artificial Intelligence to quantum computing.
These are facts and they matter.
And, if there is any doubt about how much the
world will change over the next 10 years, here
are just some of the facts that point to profound
change on the horizon:
»» The world is becoming less free: If, until 2005,
democracies and freedoms were expanding
around the world, today they are in decline – a
trend that has played out unabated in the last
13 years;
»» Global power is shifting: If, today, of the
world’s eight largest economies, four are
European (including the United Kingdom),
by 2030, that number will be down to three
(including the United Kingdom) and by 2050,
only Germany is set to remain.

»» Connectivity is the new geopolitics: If, in
2005, there were around one billion Internet
users worldwide, today that number stands
at almost four billion and rising. At the same
time, the number of connected devices is
increasing exponentially, powered by the
fast-growing Internet of Things and the Fourth
Industrial Revolution. Indeed, ‘connectivity’
is becoming a forceful expression of political
power and global ambition, far surpassing mere
economics.

STRONG EUROPE,
BETTER WORLD
With these profound changes underway, it may
seem easy to dismiss Europe, as too small and too
insignificant to really make a difference, but that
would be a grave mistake. Not only does Europe
need Europe, but the world needs Europe
as well – as an inspiration for a better future; a
sound balance between economic, social and
environmental objectives; a beacon of democracy,
diversity and freedom; and a true champion
of multilateral solutions and collaborative
approaches in a world increasingly dominated by
nationalism and zero-sum politics. Europe is still
a normative superpower, the place that sets the
global gold standard when it comes to humancentric technology and digital rights, to regulation
and consumer welfare, to social protection and
inclusive societies.
As Florence Gaub – the leading author of this
report – puts it, foresight is a call to action, it is
about human agency and the choices we make.
Europeans have two alternatives: to be largely
idle bystanders of a future that will be shaped by
others, or to shape that future themselves. The
answer seems to be clear, but it is far from certain
that Europeans will act jointly and decisively to
confront challenges and seize opportunities. If
this report makes one point unabashedly clear,
it is that even the largest EU Member States
cannot hope to achieve much on their own in this
complex, contested and competitive world. Global
trends are shaped by global powers, and 2030 is
right around the corner. The choice is ours, and
ours alone.

»» The world economy is turning East: If, in 2005,
the size of the European economy (at current
market prices) was more than six times larger than
China’s, today, China has all but caught up, with
an economy worth 11.4 trillion euro, against 15.9
trillion for the EU 28 or 13.5 trillion for the EU 27;
3

INTRODUCTION:

BETWEEN PREDICTION
AND FORESIGHT
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or something as unknown as the future,
it appears to have become surprisingly
predictable. A Google search of ‘future 2030’
yields more than 97 million results, all more or less
claiming similar things: that 2030 will see a more
connected, yet fragmented world, with hazardous
shifts in demography and energy, and dangerous
changes in technology, environment, and politics.
The future, while overall negative, appears to be a
rather certain place.

This illusion of definitiveness is created by two
dynamics: first, the pessimistic tone that runs
through the vast majority of foresight reports.
This is a common feature when it comes to future
thinking, with one study showing that all studies
undertaken on the future over the last 70 years
have one thing in common; pessimism.1 The
reason for this is simple: although both optimism
and pessimism are natural human dispositions,
the latter is more prevalent by far. Humans
are, genetically speaking, biased towards the
negative – some studies even indicate that this
is particularly the case for Europeans.2 Second,
pessimism in foresight is encouraged by the
grave air that surrounds it: in general, negative
statements are given more attention than positive
ones. That said, more pessimism in foresight does
not equal greater accuracy, as one study shows.3
In addition, it is precisely the seriousness and
inevitability that often accompanies pessimism
that is dangerous in foresight: taken together,
they can easily promote paralysis and fear rather
than action – the exact opposite of what foresight
seeks to achieve.
Why is this so? Paradoxically, the more
catastrophic the news, the less likely humans are
to act – a phenomenon known as the Cassandra
Curse. For instance, showing images of patients
dying of cancer has not stopped people from
smoking or tanning. The reason for this is that
the change required to address the challenge
is so fundamental that humans are paralysed
when confronted with the task.4 The abstractness
of forecast facilitates this further: a number or
phenomenon often does not lay out graphically
what this means in detail for the individual reader
– but humans act mainly when they understand
(indeed, can imagine) what a certain development
means precisely for them.
In this sense, successful foresight is not one which
terrifies: it is one which promotes action. After all,
foresight is not, as is sometimes claimed, the art
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of predicting the future (and being consistently
wrong about it, some say). Prediction, like
pessimism, is deterministic and static. Instead,
foresight is an intellectual exercise where we
imagine different alternatives of the future – and
tracing how we end up there. This is because
whenever humans ponder the question of the
future, they do so not merely to predict it, but,
more importantly, to shape it. Indeed, the future
is not just an idea of an upcoming state of the
world – it always includes a method through
which this idea can come about.5 Therefore,
foresight is to the future what memory is to the
past: an organising yet selective principle creating
order in complexity. Just as memories, the future
is therefore a discussion space where meaning
is created, not an (un)predictable set of events.6
Consequently, foresight is never about one future,
but about different possible futures.

Foresight is much more
about shaping the future than
predicting it.
The European Strategy and Policy Analysis System
(ESPAS) was created precisely for this purpose: it
provides a uniquely (but not exclusively) European
space to identify and analyse the key trends and
challenges, and the resulting policy choices, which
are likely to confront Europe and the world in the
years ahead. Similarly to its predecessors, this
report is the outcome of a year-long consultation
and review process identifying and discussing
trends and options, involving representatives from
the European Parliament’s Research Service, the
European Commission, the General Secretariat of
the Council of the European Union, the European
External Action Service, the European Economic
and Social Committee, the European Committee
of the Regions, the European Investment Bank, as
well as the European Union Institute for Security
Studies, think tankers, academics and experts.7 It
builds upon a vast array of reports and studies
produced by the European institutions and third
parties such as international organisations and
research institutes.8 It is, in that sense, a European
discussion space where not only 2030 is imagined,
but also the different roads which can lead us
there – and what can be done to influence their
trajectory.
In addition to providing a concise overview of
what we already know, this report also seeks to
inject new elements into the discussion. What
5

are the dynamics we are missing? Are there
ways to think differently about the forecasts we
are ‘certain’ about? Are there interlinkages and
knock-on effects that we could explore further?
What different futures can we imagine within the
framework of what we know – and do not know?
And most importantly, what does it all mean for
Europe?9 With this in mind, this report seeks to be
as tangible and concrete as possible for European
decision-makers, so that they do not lose sight of
policy priorities during their day-to-day work.

Rather than predictability, we seek
surprise to challenge our thinking;
rather than ending in paralysis, we
look for actionable possibilities;
rather than pessimism, we write this
in the spirit of constructive optimism
about what we can and want to
change – in Europe and the world.
It is important to note that this report does not
aim to be globally comprehensive: not every trend
the world will see by 2030 will be captured here.
Instead, we focus on those global trends that
matter most to Europe. This means that this is not
a report on global trends generally, and it is not a
report on European trends: it is an analysis of what
global developments affect us, to what extent, and
what we can do to shape them.
To do this, we need to create order in the seeming
infinity that is the future by essentially using two
tools: the present-day, and creative logic. After
all, tomorrow will be a consequence of today,
so clues as to what it will be like can already be
identified in the now. We reduce the unknown
with the many measurable trends we observe, and
root our analysis very much in the factual. These
are the elements of certainty we have. But simple
extrapolation would not be foresight: the unknown
dimension of the future is hidden in the new, be
it developments we are unable to see today, or
interactions between trends we did not expect.
These unknowns can be reduced by thinking
creatively about what possibilities for development
there are. Armed with these categories, we can
then zero in on the most important aspect: what
can be done to shape these futures.

6

»» Mega-trends are those developments already
underway and nearly impossible to change
over the coming decade. Inevitably, all the
subsequent possible futures will be framed by
these trends. These are irreversible certainties
that we have.
»» Catalysts are trends that, while identifiable,
have higher degrees of uncertainty because
they move faster than mega-trends. Like their
namesake from chemistry, these trends are
agents of change which can accelerate or
decelerate other trends. They are uncertain
certainties.
»» Taken together, mega-trends and catalysts drive
the future in a certain direction. But ultimately
2030 will depend on the decisions humans take
in the present. These are the game-changers
that will determine the future, and yet they
have the lowest degree of certainty.
All three categories are interlinked – not just in
real life, but also in this report. It therefore does
not have to be read from cover to cover, but also
through using the links amongst the different
sections. This allows for an individualised reading
experience depending on interest and time
available. Those who are short on time, can jump
straight to the game-changers – or, those who are
even busier, straight to the two scenarios resulting
from action or inaction.
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WELCOME TO 2030:

THE MEGA-TRENDS
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henever we think about the future,
mega-trends are our first helpers. This
is because mega-trends have several
characteristics in common that help us narrow
down the futures from infinite possibilities to
a restricted possibility space. As their name
suggests, mega-trends are trends that occur on
a large scale; they therefore affect large groups
of humans, states, regions, and in many cases,
the entire world. Mega-trends also unfold over
an extended period of time: their lifespan is
normally at least a decade, and often longer.
Most importantly, mega-trends are linked to our
present and are therefore phenomena we can
already observe today. Because mega-trends
are measurable, and affect many, and for a long
period of time, they lend a previously foggy future
an increased degree of visibility.
In this sense, mega-trends are the strategic forces
that shape our future in a manner akin to a slowmoving glacier: they cannot easily be turned
around by humans. In contrast to many other
factors concerning the future, this type of trend
can be backed up by verifiable data stretching
into the past. The longer the data trail, the more
reliable the trend.

Therefore, mega-trends serve as the backdrop
against which any of Europe’s futures will be set
in 2030.
However, while mega-trends present a high
degree of measurability, they are still open to
interpretation. This is where forecast is different
from foresight: whereas the former establishes a
future fact (e.g. the number of people who will
have internet access), foresight interprets this
fact (e.g. that this increased connectivity means
international trade will become faster).
Climate change, demography, urbanisation,
economic growth, energy consumption, connectivity
and geopolitics are among the most prevaling
mega-trends that are explored in this report.

WE ARE HOTTER
Climate change has two aspects to it: the dire
consequences of past mistakes, which are already
tangible today and will increase towards 2030,
and the far worse consequences of mistakes we
must avoid now. This means two things for the
coming decade: first, that we will finally begin to
feel the disruptive impact of rising temperatures
and related weather events (the world is already
8

1 degree warmer than in the 1950s10), and second,
that we may reach a tipping-point where changes
to the climate become uncontrollable (discussed
in the game-changers).
Concerning the first dimension, even in the
unthinkable scenario of all emissions from human
activities ceasing today, carbon dioxide already
in the atmosphere will remain there for about 40
years. So irrespective of our next decisions, we will
be hit by the fallout of past inaction and will have
to manage the impact accordingly.
It is estimated that

By 2030, the world will
be 1.5 degrees warmer than during
pre-industrial times.11
This means that hotter summers will be the norm
throughout Europe – but also in the United States,
the southern neighbourhood and Asia. This will
lead to increased occurrences of droughts and
wildfires, as seen in the summer of 2018, the
hottest on record and one in which 30-50% of
certain key crops were lost in Europe. Studies
show that healthcare costs increase significantly
per heat wave, and that in the United States the
cost of fighting wildfires reached $2 billion in
2017. In total, weather-climate disasters cost 290
billion euro in 2017.12

What does this mean?
»» The increase in global temperature is the
most pressing policy issue in the present day
– and has been for the last decade, without
generating the necessary responses.13 Today,
the effects of global warming are beginning
to be felt by the public and policymakers alike,
triggering deep societal concerns. As a result,
previously unpopular decisions which will curb
emissions may become easier to take and
implement. At the time of writing, our political
systems are, however, not undergoing the
necessary radical changes, increasing the risk of
‘runaway’ (i.e. uncontrollable) climate change
up to 2030.
»» An increase of 1.5 degrees is the maximum
the planet can tolerate; should temperatures
increase further beyond 2030, we will face
even more droughts, floods, extreme heat and
poverty for hundreds of millions of people;
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»» Climate change is felt more in some places than
in others: the Middle East and North Africa,
for instance, will be afflicted by a temperature
rise 1.5 times higher than the rest of the world.
Aridification and extreme weather will push
people from the countryside into cities and
put pressure on existing conflict fault lines, as
happened in Syria prior to the civil war.16 Learn
more about urbanisation p.12. Learn more
about conflicts to come p.25.
»» Rising emissions are linked to energy
consumption and energy generation, which are
projected to keep increasing in parallel with the
growing global population and middle class.
Learn more about demographics p.9. Learn
more about economics p.13.
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»» Since high-level decision-making has not made
the necessary progress, local and regional
actors (such as the C40 initiative of 94 cities)
have stepped in with their own measures in
place to curb emissions. Learn more about
urbanisation p.12.
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2030

»» Hotter temperatures will mean a drop in
productivity – and even more emissions in a
downward spiral thanks to air conditioning.
By 2030, the loss in productivity due to the
hotter climate will mean the loss of more than
1.7 trillion euros globally.15 Learn more about
economics p.13.

Global CO2 emissions by source:
Baseline, 1980-2050

2020

»» Extreme weather conditions, especially heat, hit
older populations harder – which Europe will have
more of. Learn more about demographics p.9.

2010

»» Increased temperatures will be felt particularly in
cities, making urban planning even more important.
The larger the city, the larger the increase will be.
Learn more about urbanisation p.12.

»» In part, climate change is driven by what we eat:
14.5% of greenhouse gas emissions result from
livestock, especially cattle raised for both meat
and milk.17 If cattle were a country, it would
rank third in emissions behind the United
States and China. What we eat is intrinsically
connected not only to climate change, but
also to how we age: the two issues must be
addressed together. But at the moment, only
a few states, such as Germany and Sweden,
have developed dietary guidelines promoting
environmentally sustainable diets. Learn more
about how we age better p.35.

2000

»» There are three actors in particular that are
most responsible for the increase in emissions
due to their sheer size, as well as for its future
reduction: Europe, the United States and China.
Only jointly can this challenge be met. Learn
more about the future of multilateralism p.19.

»» Cutting fuel subsidies and shifting to a greener
economy is a painful step that can be exploited
by populists worldwide. Learn more about
populism p.31.

1990

»» The main culprit for greenhouse gas emissions
is energy production. By 2030, Europe is set to
draw 32% of its energy from renewable energy
sources – while we are a leader in this domain,
it is not enough to curb temperatures.14 Learn
more about energy p.17.

»» Transport is another culprit for emissions – and
one that will grow as mobility across the globe
grows. Globally, green energy will clean up this
sector only gradually and unevenly over the next
decade. Learn more about connectivity p.18.

1980

the likely demise of the most vulnerable
populations – and at worst, the extinction of
humankind altogether. Learn more about how
we manage climate change p.34.

Note: ‘energy transformation’ includes emissions from oil
refineries, coal and gas liquefaction
Source: OECD Environmental Outlook baseline, 2011

WE ARE MORE,
BUT WHERE?
One of the best examples of a mega-trend is
demographics. Because there are several decades
between birth and death, the number of people
living in a certain territory can normally be
predicted with a certain degree of certainty.18
Therefore, while errors in mega-trend calculation
can occur, they are normally not entirely off the
mark. It is for this reason that we can say with
plausible certainty that by 2030 the population of
the world will be greater than today.

9

We will no longer be 7.6 billion,
but 8.6 billion, in 2030.
To add some perspective to this impressive number,
global population growth overall is slowing down
– but it will not have stopped by 2030.19 As with
projections generally, this number can change in
a variety of ways, especially in the longer run due
to uncertainties regarding the impact of climate
change: for instance, because fertility rates do
not develop as envisaged (in the past Asian rates
dropped faster but African ones slower than
anticipated) or because migration occurs. But even
pandemics, or drastic changes in fertility rates, are
unlikely to change the 2030 figures significantly.

Population of the world and regions,
2017, 2030, 2050 and 2100, according to
the medium-variant projection
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What is more interesting than the figure as such
is, first, where this growth will occur, and second,
and more importantly, the consequences.
Future demographics divide the world into two
camps: one which is growing, and another which is
shrinking. The first is, as is now common knowledge,
the case in Sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia
(Nigeria, Tanzania, Ethiopia, India, and Pakistan,
for instance). Another region where growth will be
substantial, of particular interest to the EU, will be
the southern neighbourhood – Egypt alone will add
21 million inhabitants. Even though its growth is
already slowing down and will continue to do so,
regionally the trend will not yet be reversed by 2030
(only Tunisian and Lebanese fertility rates will then
have reached European levels).
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Source: United Nations, Department of Economic and Social
Affairs, Population Division (2017). World Population Prospects:
The 2017 Revision, New York: United Nations
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Historical and projected EU-28 population
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Oceania

739
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2000

Northern
America

742
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Europe

Latin America
and the
Caribbean
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Asia

1 256

8 551

1970

Africa

7 550

2 030 2 050 2 100

1960

World

Population (millions)

2 017

At the other end of the spectrum are those parts
of the world where population size is stalling or
decreasing – in the lead here is the European
Union, whose population with 27 member states
is projected to be anywhere between 498 and
529 million in 2030 (in 2018, it was 513.8 million,
including the United Kingdom, and the possible
increase will only materialise in a high-fertility
scenario highly contingent on policies in this
regard).20 But the EU is not alone: the eastern
neighbourhood is following the same trend, and is
likely to decrease from 74 million inhabitants today
to 71 million in 2030.21 Russia, too, is projected to
decline from 143.9 million to 140.5 million. Crucially,
China has ‘peaked’ as well and will remain stable at
about 1.4 billion. Overall, the populations of more
than 50 countries will decline in the coming years.22

1950

Region

Europe’s southern neighbourhood
will have reached 282 million in
2030 from 235 million today.

Note: The figure shows past (1950–2010) and projected
(2010–2100) total EU-28 population.
Source: European Environment Agency, 2015

This trend is complemented by a second one:
longevity. We are not only more numerous;
globally, and in both ‘camps’, we also live longer.
This is the result of a host of positive factors
related to healthcare and wealth. By 2030, women
in South Korea will have a life expectancy of
90, and in Africa life expectancy will be 64.23 In
terms of longevity, European populations are
already faring well and will continue to do so in
2030, when French women will reach the highest
longevity in the EU with a life expectancy of 88.24
As a whole, the world will therefore be older than
today: in 2030, 12% of the world population will
be over 65, up from about 8% today.
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Humanity is entering adulthood.
Europe leads this trend: in 2030, 25.5% of its
population will be over 65 (up from 19% in
2017).25 Russia and China follow the same pattern,
with one-quarter of their populations set to be
over 60 in 2030 (although Russian life expectancy
will continue to stay well below European
averages).26 North America and Asia, especially
India, will also see their populations live longer.
But while humanity is growing older, some
areas of the world will still feel the effects of
youth bulges – whereby a population has a very
high share of young adults and children. Even
though numbers are dropping, they will remain
high in Africa, but also in Europe’s southern
neighbourhood where more than 45% are under
the age of 30, down from 65% in 2010.27

What does this mean?

A look to the past shows us that demographics
have been a source of anxiety ever since the
1970s, when the so-called ‘population explosion’
gave rise to the idea of an inevitable famine (some
predictions even foresaw the end of humankind
because of a lack of food).28 Global population
increased, and the famine never materialised.
Demographics today continue to be linked to
other major concerns: from resources, climate
and conflicts to migration, pensions, and health.
As one report puts it: ‘demography is a political
combat sport in which data and forecasts are
weapons.’29 For Europeans, psychology plays a
role, too: ‘decline’ sounds like a loss, and ‘growth’
elsewhere sounds a like fear-generating word.
But what do these numbers actually imply for
geopolitics, economics, and social issues?
»» Europe’s work force will have shrunk by
2% in 2030 – despite the assumption that
employment rates will slightly increase.30
Nevertheless, its GDP will continue to grow
moderately. Learn more about economics p.13.
»» At the same time, European spending on agerelated issues will increase by 2%.31 Most of this
will not be spent on pensions, but on health- and
long-term care. This means that if we manage to
improve how we age, we will be able to reduce
these costs, work longer, and be happier. Learn
more about how to improve ageing p.35.
»» A smaller Europe seems to imply less economic
growth, but future economies will be less
manpower-intensive. A smaller, and more

educated population will be a competitive
advantage – but at the moment, Europeans
do not foresee an increase in educational
spending. Learn more about how new
technologies will shape future economies p.28.
»» Europe is not alone in facing the demographic
challenge: China, Japan and Russia, too, have
to find solutions for ageing populations and
shrinking labour forces. Learn more about
economics p.13.
»» Geopolitical influence is often seen as
determined by population size – but this is a
simplistic calculation. Influence is the result of
economic performance, education, connectivity,
relations and soft power – meaning that even
given its comparatively smaller size, Europe
can be an influential player. Learn more about
multilateralism p.19.
»» Europe’s declining birth rate is, in part, a side
effect of incomplete gender equality. Policies
which would make it easier for mothers to
work will have a positive impact on European
demographics, economics, and equality.
Although Europe is a leader in this regard,
we are still far from the set goal: European
women do more than twice the amount of
domestic work, earn 16.2% less than their male
colleagues, and display 10% lower employment
rates than men.32 Several of Europe’s future
demographic challenges will be much easier to
handle when women and men are equal. Learn
more about how to improve ageing p.35.
»» Population growth in Africa has led some to
the assumption that these populations will
‘run out of space’ and move to Europe. Not
only is Africa’s population density much lower
than that of Europe or Asia, migration will be
determined by several other factors rather than
space. Learn more about migration p.29.
»» The solution to decline in birth rates seems
to be migration, but past experiences with
supplementing European economies with
migrants shed some doubts on this assumption.
As one expert concludes, ‘Despite the polemical
assertions on both sides of the immigration
debate, the evidence suggests that the net
effects are usually likely to be small. (...) In the
long term any economic effects are trivial.’33
Learn more about migration p.29.
»» Even though the southern neighbourhood’s
youth bulge will have shrunk by 2030, it could
still have destabilising effects in the region and
Europe. Learn more about conflicts to come p.25.
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»» Rising temperatures will affect economic
performance, and it will hit older people in the
work force more. Learn more about climate
change p.8. Learn more about economics p.13.
»» There are concerns that older European
populations will become more conservative and
risk-averse politically speaking, but there is no
evidence to prove this: rather than age alone,
it is political events during the formative years
of an individual that shape his or her voting
behaviour.34 There is some hope that the longer
humans live, the more educated they become
as they accumulate knowledge – making them
perhaps more critical when it comes to populist
slogans. Learn more about populism p.31.

WE LIVE IN CITIES
While urbanisation is one of the older trends
discussed here (it emerged in the early 20th
century in Europe and North America), it is now
developing new characteristics. It is by now
common knowledge that by 2030 two-thirds
of the world will live in cities35, but it is often
overlooked that

Far more will live in cities of under
1 million, followed by those
between 1 and 5 million.
These small- to medium-sized cities are currently
growing at twice the rate of megacities which
dominate the discussion. But the number
of megacities is not projected to increase
significantly by 2030. Then, we will see 43 such
agglomerations of more than 10 million people
in the world (only one of which, Paris, will be
located in the EU).36 Today, depending on how
it is counted, there are already between 33 and
47 megacities on the planet.37 And even though
they are and will be an important feature of 2030,
they will be home to only 8% of the global urban
population, whereas the rest will live in mediumsized cities – the future, while very much urban,
will therefore be more Munich than Cairo in size
and shape. While this sounds more manageable,
it is also this type of medium-sized city, especially
in Asia and Africa, which struggles to find the
necessary capital to prepare for the challenges
related to the coming growth.38
Europe’s levels and types of urbanisation are
therefore very much in line with the rest of the
world in 2030: most Europeans already live in
12

cities between 100,000 and one million – and
only 7% of the European population lives in cities
larger than five million (compared to 25% in the
United States), a trend that will remain the same in
2030.39 This means that

Cities, rather than megacities,
are at the centre of all other
trends discussed here.
Cities will consume 60-80% of energy resources,
will be responsible for 70% of global emissions,
account for 70% of the world gross domestic
product and 35% of GDP growth. Cities are
also where inequality and social exclusion are
particularly pronounced, and where citizens
interact chiefly with governance: while only 21%
of Europeans declared to have faith in national
governments, 45% declared to have faith in
regional and city governments.40 Cities are the
centre of innovation, of economic activity, but
also the recipients of migration movements
and the theatre for political discontent, conflict,
terrorism and crime.41 Cities that offer attractive
employment draw in an educated workforce
from other parts of the country, contributing to
salary segregation within a given country.42 When
we say 2030 will be urban, this is not merely an
expression of residency, it will be the way of life of
society as a whole.

What does this mean?

Where urban growth occurs in an uncontrolled
fashion, it leads to urban sprawl, low productivity,
segregation, congestion and crime. That said,
there are a number of reasons why a city is an
attractive destination: on average, relocating to a
city has improved the lives even of those living in
dire circumstances – for example, by allowing for
better access to water and electricity.43 This means
that the city should be understood not merely as a
hotbed of problems, but as a potential accelerator
of human progress – if managed properly.
»» In 2030, local politics will be the conveyor
belt for other policy issues: already, European
regional and local elections match national
elections in voter turnout. This means that cities
are much closer to the daily lives and grievances
of citizens, and therefore powerful antidotes to
populist movements thriving on the perceived
distance between the electorate and the national
governments. This could also help address the
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democratic deficit often raised with regard to
the EU.44 Learn more about populism p.31.
»» This is the case elsewhere, too: in Libya and
Ukraine, conflict resolution has been most
successful at the local level. European cities
assisted in conflict settlement, opening avenues
for a new model of the ‘diplomacity’, a new
actor in diplomacy. Learn more about conflicts
to come p.25.
»» Terrorism is an urban phenomenon, but cities
are rarely involved in the decision-making which
addresses it.45 Learn more about terrorism p.27.
»» Urbanisation correlates with declining fertility
rates, suggesting potentially lower birth rates
in the future, as states in Africa urbanise, too.
Learn more about demographics p.9.
»» Cities are considered responsible for increased
pollution and climate change – but it is not
human agglomeration itself that is the main
culprit, but several other factors such as how
well the city is connected, how large households
are, what the population’s median age is, how
many industries are located within the city and
how densely the city is populated. In fact, higher
population density can lead to less energy
consumption and emissions when transport and
buildings are suitably adapted.46 Learn more
about how we tackle climate change p.34. Learn
more about the effects of climate change p.8.
»» Modern technology has the potential to
change urban areas into cleaner, safer and
more efficient places, so-called ‘smart cities’ –
provided there is connectivity and a minimum
of infrastructure development. Learn more
about connectivity p.18. Learn more about new
technologies p.28. Learn more about how we
could manage technological progress p.35.
»» Cities are associated with crime, but
urbanisation is not the only relevant variable.
Instead, urban crime heavily correlates with
unemployment, inequality and inflation. Learn
more about economics p.13.
»» Cities are also considered responsible for rising
inequality – but it is there that inequality is
decreasing faster than elsewhere.47 Learn more
about economics p.13.
»» Only one European city, Frankfurt, appeared in
the top 20 of unequal cities.48 Learn more about
economics p.13.

»» Rapid urbanisation is correlated with the
outbreak of civil war: as grievances over
inadequate housing and jobs accumulate,
networks of discontent and crime do, too.
That said, few states concerned by emerging
megacities (especially in Africa and Asia) have
plans to manage the speed of their development
– or struggle to find the necessary funds.49 Learn
more about conflicts to come p.25. Learn more
about how we manage those conflicts p.36.
»» Even though crime is more frequent in cities
than in rural areas, violent crime as a whole has
been on the decline globally since the 1990s.50
The new type of crime now is organised – and
digital. Learn more about connectivity p.18.
»» Military action will see more urban warfare
than before as a result of more people living in
cities. But not all armed forces are prepared for
this type of combat which requires a different
type of skill from currently common warfare
– with potentially large scale destruction of
infrastructure and many victims as a result, as
happened in Syria. Learn more about conflicts
to come p.25.

WE CONTINUE TO GROW
ECONOMICALLY
At first glance, prospects for the global economy
look rather positive: projections show that average
global economic growth will be around 3% a
year in the coming decade, making the world a
richer place than today.51 Most of this growth
will happen in the developing economies, whose
growth will accelerate from 3.1% currently to
3.6%. Developed economies, too, will grow, albeit
at a much slower rate: Europe, for instance, is
projected to grow at 1.4% a year – this could still
fail to improve employment rates, investment
levels and the integration of young people into
the labour market.52
Taken together, these two developments mean
that in 2030, China is expected to become the
world’s largest economy, surpassing the United
States. Its rise and that of India will reduce the
EU’s share of global GDP from 15% currently
to 13% in 2030 – though absolute numbers will
increase.53 As a result,

Europe will be the
second global economy.
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It is worth noting that things look quite different
when measured as GDP per capita: while China’s
will grow from currently $10,000 to $14,000 in
2030, Europe’s GDP per capita is expected to grow
from $37,800 to around $50,950.54 This means
that the purchasing power of Europe will still be
far above that of China.55 There is good reason to
believe that China’s economic growth will only be
sustained if it improves on political freedoms.56
These projections are, however, not fail-safe: while
measures have been taken to prevent another
financial crisis, there are still some elements
policymakers should be concerned about. For
instance, public debt remains high, financial
regulatory reform is not yet complete, and global
tensions over trade could destabilise the global
economy.57 And economic growth could slow down in
China and the United States, affecting Europe as well.
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Two rather positive dynamics are the result of
these global developments: first, by 2030 the
majority of the world will be middle class – defined
as individuals falling anywhere between 67200% of the median income in a country. Current
estimates show that there will be 5.2 billion people
classified as such in 2030, up from 3.2 billion now.58
A large chunk of these people will be situated
in emerging economies, especially in China. In
addition, extreme poverty – defined as living on
less than $1.90 a day – now stands at 10.9%, down
from 35% in 1990 – as the goal of cutting the 1990
poverty rate in half was reached five years ahead
of schedule, in 2010. This means that the goal of
reducing the rate to 3% in 2030 is a realistic one.59
Second, while almost everybody will be doing
better in 2030, so will those that are already doing
best – 1% of the world’s population is projected
to own two-thirds of its wealth in 2030, up from
half of what it owns today.60 This is hardly a new
trend: the phenomenon of wealth accumulation
has been three decades in the making. That said,
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there are critical differences from country to
country – for instance, Europe is home to the most
equal societies, but inequality is very pronounced
in the United States or the southern part of Africa.
In general, inequality within countries is more
pronounced than between countries.
How inequality emerges, and indeed increases,
is still a puzzle. While it is related to differences
in salaries, this is not all there is – other factors
are the uneven accumulation of wealth over
time, a general shift from low- to high-skill work,
a decline in labour market protection, and tax
policies.61 Somewhat ironically, it is even the
result of improved gender equality: as educated
men increasingly marry educated women (a
phenomenon called ‘assortative mating’), female
social mobility is reduced.62 Globalisation has
also been accused of promoting inequality, but
not all evidence supports this claim. Simply put:
inequality of household income is the result of
several interlinked dynamics which are not easily
untangled.
In addition, there is a somewhat paradoxical
dimension to it, at least in Europe: the feeling of
inequality may well intensify in societies that are
approaching a high level of economic well-being.
This is because in highly unequal societies, every
new generation in the bottom income share will
see its status improve over time. In equal societies,
however, this improvement is obviously no longer
as visible. And in Europe a 50-year trend towards
poverty reduction is paying off – we are already
very equal, meaning a perception of stagnation is
setting in.

Future generations will not feel
better off than their parents,
but they will still be well off.
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In fact, never has the world, and especially Europe,
had as much as today. The poor still have less
than the rich, of course, but it does not necessarily
mean that they have next to nothing. But the
problem with this is essentially philosophical one:
a sense of progress is almost more important to
humans than an absolute sense of well-being. This
means that inequality is not merely an economic
problem: it is part of a larger complex issue which
also includes poverty, slow economic growth,
social exclusion, access to essential services,
and mental health. It is worth noting that while
European poverty differs from poverty elsewhere
in that we are wealthier than most of the rest of
the world, 23.4% of our population is still at risk
of poverty, living of 60% or less of the national
median income. This number has remained more
or less the same over the last 15 years.63
In that sense, slowing economic growth and
increasing inequality lead to a larger question
which goes beyond income: what can be done
to improve European happiness in the absence
of economic miracles seemingly out of reach in
a service-based economy? This is not a naïve
question, quite the contrary. After all, “the care of
human life and happiness ... is the only legitimate
object of good government”64, as Thomas
Jefferson put it. Human happiness revolves around
essentially six ingredients, according to the United

Nations: GDP per capita, healthy years of life
expectancy, social support (as measured by having
someone to count on in times of trouble), trust (as
measured by a perceived absence of corruption in
government and business), perceived freedom to
make life decisions, and generosity (as measured
by recent donations).65 This attempt to gauge
happiness acknowledges that economic prosperity
and good health and social services play a central
role. It is no coincidence that the UN Happiness
Report finds that Europe is already one of the
happiest places on Earth – but this does not mean
that there is no discontent. In fact, the report finds
that mental illness impacts European happiness as
much as (if not more than) income, employment
or physical illness.
But while economic factors are not the only
– or indeed the most important – factors in
determining human satisfaction with life, neither
mental well-being, nor social connectivity have
a prominent place on policymakers’ agendas.66
Therefore, in addition to addressing legitimate
economic concerns, policymakers could take a
step back and address the broader question of
human well-being beyond economic terms – and
thereby achieve the necessary shift which is key to
Europe developing any alternative to high-growth,
high-consumption economic models, which may
be quashed by climate change consequences.67
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What does this mean?

Economics is at the centre of human activity: areas
such as the environment, security, education,
political stability and even health are all connected
to economic development. But it is precisely
because of their interconnected nature that it is so
hard to anticipate certain economic developments,
such as the 2008 financial crisis. That said, because
economics is largely in the hands of humans, it is
here where decisions normally have rather quick
effects – both negative and positive.
»» Switching to a low-carbon, climate-neutral,
resource-efficient and biodiverse economy will
not only be beneficial for our employment rates
and growth – it will also help us tackle climate
change and other environmental challenges.
Learn more about how we manage climate
change p.34.
»» Some studies say that the advances made in
poverty reduction might be overturned by climate
change, pushing more than 100 million people
into extreme poverty by 2030.68 Learn more about
how we will manage climate change p.34.
»» A growing middle class will have the means
available to consume more energy – in Asia
and Africa, this will mean fossil fuel. Learn more
about energy p.17.
»» Contrary to the common idea that poverty
pushes people to cross international borders, it is
in fact a rise in income that does this; job creation
for the rising African middle class is therefore a
priority. Learn more about migration p.29.
»» Inequality correlates more with the outbreak of
civil unrest than poverty.69 Learn more about
conflicts to come p.25.
»» Reducing inequality by increasing wages will
have several positive effects, including on our
pension and healthcare system. Learn more
about how we improve ageing p.35.
»» Emerging markets will only realise their full
economic potential if they implement reforms
and improve their institutions – more so than
Europe, they are at risk of a financial crisis. This
means substantive investment in education,
infrastructure and technology. Learn more
about new technologies p.28. Learn more
about connectivity p.18.
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»» A growing middle class is also likely to have
political expectations that will need to be
met, but it will not on itself be the ‘grand
democratiser’ of non-democratic societies.
Learn more about how to protect democracy
p.37. Learn more about populism p.31.
»» Economic growth also depends on a stable
global trade regime, something which is
currently under stress. Learn more about the
future of trade p.23.
»» Economic growth and job creation are not an
end in themselves: hyper-connectivity in the
workplace will make people (including decisionmakers) increasingly unhappy, which, in turn,
lowers productivity and damages health.70 Learn
more about connectivity p.18.
»» Western labour markets are heading towards
disruption thanks to technological innovation,
but it is not clear how many jobs are threatened
– or will be created. Learn more about new
technologies p.28.
»» Innovation and ideas will be the key feature of
the next leading economies – and education
will be key to this. Learn more about new
technologies p.28.
»» For Europe, most of its growth potential lies in
services and the digital realm – but the extent
of this depends on how fast it manages to
catch up with other states. If the EU wants to
stay competitive, it will have to increase its
investment in research and development (R&D)
from 2.03% of GDP currently to 3%.71 (The
current figure is lower than in Japan (3.29%),
the United States (2.79%), and China (2.07%)).
Learn more about new technologies p.28. Learn
more about trade p.23.
»» Even though Europe is home to the most equal
societies, inequality is an issue policymakers
have to address, or populists will. Social
measures such as a minimum wage, or a basic
income, are one way to address the issue – and
will, according to an Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD) study,
have a neutral or even positive effect on
growth.72 Learn more about populism p.31.
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WE NEED MORE ENERGY
Energy is a good example of two mega-trends
joining up: because we will be more in number, and
because we have more income available to spend,

Energy consumption will rise
globally by 1.7% per year
– approximately the same speed as it rose
between 1970 and 1990. This is not a European
phenomenon: although demand will also increase in
Europe and other Western states, it will mainly grow
in non-OECD states – particularly India and China.
As a result, oil, gas and coal prices will increase
continuously, but not dramatically in the years up to
2030, returning to the high levels of 2010.73
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»» Energy production is already the largest source
of global greenhouse-gas emissions – the main
driver behind climate change. With increasing
needs for energy, the pressure on curbing the
effects of climate change increases even further.
Learn more about climate change p.8.

»» At a time of increased international antagonism,
aggressive competition for resources could
become a source of rivalry among states
regardless of the fact that there is no critical
scarcity. Learn more about geopolitics p.19.
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The fact that other world regions will consume
more energy is often labelled as ‘energy
competition’; the term suggests resource scarcity,
and that Europe may not be able to meet its
needs on the global market – but this is a finite
understanding of energy. Already, about half of
Europe’s energy is renewable, and oil and gas
reserves mean that by 2030 energy will be available
at reasonable prices. That said, increased energy
consumption may have several other knock-on
effects that are worrying – or encouraging.

»» ‘Green’ energies have promising prospects for
job creation, making them a future asset of
our economies. Learn more about economic
growth p.13.

Consumption by fuel (million tonnes oil equivalent)
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What does this mean?

Source: BP Energy Outlook, Helgi Analytics, 2016

Due to global shifts away from industrial to serviceoriented economies, global oil demand is expected
to decelerate sometime after 2040, but oil, coal
and gas will continue to meet most of the world’s
energy demands – mainly because renewable
energy sources will not yet be able to meet the
global demand. While Europe is in the lead in the
energy transition, it will not have completed it by
2030. Its own goal is to then draw 32% of its energy
from renewable sources. This means that its energy
import dependency, especially with regards to gas,
will slightly increase by 2030.74 The United States
will approach energy independence by then.

»» The development of new energy sources opens
up the possibility of international partnerships
on renewable energy development, potentially
decreasing the importance of fossil fuel
dependency.75 Learn more about how we
manage climate change p.8.
»» Energy efficiency is improving and
diversification continues, which could change
projections for 2030. For instance, energy
storage is projected to increase six fold in the
coming decade, enabling renewable energy
and electric cars.76 Learn more about new
technologies p.28.
»» Rising energy needs in non-OECD countries
are a side effect of rapid motorisation: the
global passenger car stock is set to nearly
double between 2012 and 2030 (whereas it
will decrease in Europe). This has effects on
economic, political and social connectivity.
Learn more about connectivity p.18.
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WE ARE HIGHLY
CONNECTED
The planet will continue to feel ever smaller in 2030:
not only are more people able to communicate over
the internet (90% of the world population will be
able to read; 75% will have mobile connectivity; 60%
should have broadband access), they will also move
more.77 Connectivity is therefore not only virtual and
digital, but also physical.
The internet will be in our cars, homeware, and
even on our bodies.

By 2030, the number of devices
connected to the internet will have
reached 125 billion, up from 27
billion in 2017.
Almost all European cars will be connected to the
internet in 2030, making our roads even safer.78
Air travel will be safer, too – 2017 was the safest
year in aviation history, although our skies have
never been so busy.
Because humans are connected not only online
but also through improved infrastructure, they
and the goods they trade will move more than
today: by 2030, air passenger numbers will have
nearly doubled to more than 7 billion – most of
which will be from the Asian middle class.79 Air
freight will triple and port handling of maritime
containers worldwide could quadruple by 2030.80

Global passengers scenarios forecast
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Source: International Air Transport Association (IATA), 2017
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What does this mean?

Connectivity, like other mega-trends, is in itself
neither positive nor negative, but in fact both.
It acts as a multiplier of human behaviour more
than anything else. In this sense, any human
pattern, whether detrimental or beneficial, will be
strengthened by connectivity. This also means that
we have a certain degree of predictability, as we
have some certainties about human behaviour.
For instance, because human beings like
communication, we can ascertain that any device
facilitating it will be embraced enthusiastically.
Social media, for instance, must be understood
not as a static set of providers, such as Facebook
or Twitter, but as evolving networks reflecting the
state of mind of humanity at this point in time.
»» In some ways, connectivity has a negative
impact on the environment, air travel and
shipping, for instance. Improved aircrafts,
operational efficiency, and alternative fuels can
reduce this impact.83 Learn more about how to
prevent climate change p.34. Learn more about
new technologies p.28.
»» Connectivity is one of the drivers of a more
pluralistic world. Learn more about geopolitics
p.19.
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Land transport, too, will be affected: while private
car ownership is projected to decrease in Europe
and the United States, alternative options for
transport – such as shared cars –will be on the
rise.81 Elsewhere, car sales will continue to increase.
For instance, by 2030, China will have 50% more
cars than today. Some studies expect about half
of new cars to be electric in 2030. Trains will also
be an area of innovation: super high-speed trains
(such as Hyperloop) can reduce travel time by
nearly 90% and lower environmental damage.
And as humans travel, so do the diseases they
carry, increasing the risk of pandemics. While there
has been progress on prevention and reporting,
especially vulnerable states are lagging behind
when it comes to important reforms in this
regard.82 (But it is worth noting that no pandemic
ever managed to wipe out more than 6% of the
world population, despite the fact that they occur
regularly.)

»» Modern technology, especially artificial
intelligence (AI), can make airport experiences
smoother and faster, increasing the travel
volume even further – assuming trade and/or
visa liberalisation continue. Learn more about
new technologies p.28. Learn more about trade
p.23.
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»» Modern technology can help address the
employment needs of modern connectivity:
for instance, by 2030 the commercial aviation
industry will require three times as many pilots
as today. Technology can help fill this need.
Learn more about new technologies p.28.
»» Human life in cities can be improved through
connectivity: traffic, waste management,
transport and even crime can be addressed
better through connection to the internet.84
Learn more about urbanisation p.12.
»» Information, especially news, will be drawn
mainly from the internet, with fake news,
slander and potential for polarisation and
election meddling increasing. Emotions in
communication will become more and more
important as the distance between citizens and
decision-makers shrinks. Learn more about how
we protect democracy in Europe p.37.
»» Connectivity means that individuals can
identify with global policy issues beyond their
borders, creating clusters of online citizenship.
This could, or could not, be vulnerable to
manipulation.85 Learn more about how we
protect democracy in Europe p.37.
»» As information travels much faster, reactions to
certain policy issues will be more intense and
concentrated. This puts decision-makers under
pressure to act without the necessary time for
reflection and consideration. Institutionalising
longer-term strategic thinking units will be
key to avoid short-termism under stress. Learn
more about populism p.31. Learn more about
how we protect democracy in Europe p.37.
»» Connectivity can also mean vulnerability:
cyberspace will be one of the battlegrounds
where states and non-state actors confront
each other. Learn more about conflicts to come
p.25. Learn more about how we deal with
conflict p.36.
»» To achieve the maximum benefit from
connectivity, most artificial intelligence systems
will require access to big data – something
many European citizens are uncomfortable
with. Learn more about how we deal with the
challenges of new technology p.35.
»» Connectivity means that irregular migrants
learn quickly about European policies and
adjust to them. Learn more about migration
p.29.

WE ARE POLY-NODAL
Many analysts have already proclaimed the
advent of multipolarity. They are overhasty: in
fact, we are only just beginning to transit out of
the post 1990 unipolar system. The uncertainty of
the geopolitical future is a frightening thought,
causing worst-case scenario thinking in which
NATO no longer exists, nationalistic states form
unstable alliances, China dominates the rest of
the world, and war becomes a distinct possibility.
Indeed, some of the phenomena we see today,
be it populism or protectionism, are direct
consequences of this uncertainty.
And yet, it is helpful to add to the uncertainty and
ask one more important question: are we actually
heading for a multipolar order in the neorealist
sense of the word? After all, it is doubtful that the
world will be structured around ‘poles’ (that is:
cohesive centres of power). 2030 will not just be
different in terms of power distribution, but also in
terms of the nature of power itself. Power will not
be determined solely by classic measures such as
population size, GDP and military spending, and
it will be held not just by states, but also by cities,
regions, companies and transnational movements.
The connectivity, interdependence and pluralistic
nature of the system will mean that

The power of states will
be determined by their
relational influence.
In that sense, it is not ‘poles’ that will be the
building blocks of the system but ‘nodes’: points
where pathways relate to each other. This is
because in the future, no single state will be
able to tackle major global challenges alone. As
a result, a state’s importance will depend on its
capacity to deploy a variety of mechanisms to
influence the policy decisions of other states,
rather than just on the raw capabilities it has at
its disposal. The key determinants for this will be
the number and quality of bi- and multilateral
relationships. Influence will be determined by
trade and aid flows rather than economic power,
and by arms and technology transfers rather than
military spending. In a similar vein, membership
of international organisations and alliances will
constitute capital, as will connectivity – especially
in the form of new technologies. Soft power and
the ability to inspire others will also increase in
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importance.86 This means that values will not
go out of style, and states with shared ones will
continue to gravitate towards each other.
Contrary to popular belief, pluralistic systems
are not less stable than bipolar ones: the father
of classical realism, Hans Morgenthau, was
convinced that plural systems would generate
greater stability because the defection of a single
state from an alliance would not upset the whole
system. Yet much akin to the bipolar system,
because states would have to rely on allies to
maintain stability, they would act cautiously in
order to not upset the balance. Moreover, largescale wars could be avoided as gains can be made
through alliances.87
That said, should this structure emerge, it will
be shaped by the future trajectory of a number
of geopolitical relationships. Of paramount
importance will be the evolution of relations
between the United States and China – but also
between Beijing and the rest of the world. Despite
its great power ambitions for 2050, China will also
have to contend with the pluralistic nature of global
affairs – if it continues on its current neorealist
path to power, China will struggle to build positive
relationships with its immediate neighbours,
Europe, and, of course, the United States.
But Europe will have to adapt to this new
pluralistic system, too. This means redefining
the transatlantic relationship, both with its
organisational embodiment, NATO, and the United
States itself. In this context, it is important to note
that although certain voices in the United States
have openly questioned the usefulness of the
alliance, American actions have been consistently
supportive of it – quadrupling the financial
support to eastern European member states, for
instance, as well as increasing its presence on
what NATO refers to as the ‘Eastern front’. As
one observer put it, ‘Despite concerns about the
future course of the Trump administration, NATO
is significantly stronger today than five years ago,
when it was looking for a new raison d’être.’88
That said, American engagement in NATO will
remain strong only as long as Russia is perceived
as a threat – a perception which is dwindling as
Moscow is seen as being in decline and Beijing
on the rise. Precisely because Europe does not
collectively share this assessment, this means that

Strategic autonomy is no longer
a mere option for Europe.
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This is the case for two main reasons. First, if
Europe wishes to remain a close ally of the
United States it will have to be able to support
Washington’s power projection in Asia (and
elsewhere). Second, and even if it chooses not to
support the United States there, it will have to fill
the security vacuum the American pivot to Asia
will leave behind by fully providing for its own
security – within and outside of NATO.89
Lastly, the plural nature of the system does not
mean that its natural form of governance will be
‘multilateral’ as the term is understood today.
That said, once current multilateral institutions
have reformed and adapted to the new pluralistic
power distribution, they will remain the most
important frameworks for interaction: the more
players, the more important they will be.90

What does this mean?

In international relations, interdependence has
been interpreted since the 1970s as a motivation
for cooperation rather than antagonism (captured
in the expression ‘where goods don’t cross
borders, soldiers will’).91 Alas, interdependence
and the relational nature of power have not
meant, and will not mean in 2030, that conflict
and competition will be a thing of the past.
Instead, a connected system will mean mainly a
new understanding of global politics and power.
A few things to consider are:
»» The multilateral nature of the EU means it is
well equipped for the shift in power perception
described above – but it is crucial that it futureproofs itself, and the multilateral institutions
it cares about. Learn more about how we
navigate this system p.36.
»» Because of the uncertainty generated by the
transition of power, conflict remains not only
a possibility, but a likely feature of the decade
unfolding ahead of us. Learn more about
conflicts to come p.25.
»» How Europe is equipped for these conflicts
depends very much on how it prepares for
them. Learn more about how we manage
conflict p.36.
»» The main feature of the world of 2030 will be
its connected nature – defining everything,
including geopolitics. Learn more about
connectivity p.18.
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»» Power will also be determined by the extent to
which states are leaders in new technologies –
an area where the United States and China are
in the lead, and Europe is lagging behind. Learn
more about how we manage new technologies
p.35.
»» How citizens feel about their state’s role in
the world feeds into their identity – indeed,
there is a link between populism and perceived
loss of global importance.92 Learn more about
populism p.31.
»» Somewhat ironically, as the world globalises,
politics becomes more local and regional. This
means that cities as well as regions will play a
role in sectors previously reserved for states,
such as diplomacy, conflict resolution – and
crucially climate change. Learn more about
urbanisation p.12. Learn more about conflicts to
come p.25.
»» Alliances might form on an ad hoc basis across
very different countries to achieve single-issue
objectives such as space exploration or climate
change. Learn more about how we prevent
climate change p.34.
»» The interdependent nature of economics
might enhance, or reduce, the importance of
sanctions as a power tool, because even though
states can hurt others by imposing sanctions,
they also hurt themselves. Learn more about
trade p.23.
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ON THE ROAD
TO THE FUTURE:

THE CATALYSTS
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n some ways, thinking about the future is farsighted: we are good at seeing things further
away, but the closer things are, the blurrier they
get. A trend that is shorter in lifespan is therefore
more difficult to identify than one that will unfold
over several decades – simply because it is more
dynamic and rapid. We call these trends ‘catalysts’
because as in chemistry, they accelerate (or
decelerate) both mega-trends and other catalysts.
In contrast to mega-trends, humans can change
them more easily – but they produce change
themselves, too. Catalysts unfold anywhere between
six months and five years, which is why they are felt
acutely by people in their daily lives. In this report,
they are therefore set in a timeframe up to 2025.
One example of a catalyst is violent conflict: a
development for which the solution is likely to
call for a quick reaction, and trigger other, fastdeveloping trends such as migration or populism,
but caused itself by mega-trends such as
demographics or urbanisation.
Because catalysts appear faster than mega-trends,
they push humans to take action quicker than on
slow-moving mega-trends. Therefore,

A significant part of a decisionmaker’s time will be spent on
catalysts rather than mega-trends.
The trends outlined below all fall into this
category: we have a high degree of probability
when it comes to them, but we also have to
manage a certain degree of uncertainty linked to
human unpredictability.

TRADE WILL INCREASE
Until recently, the development of global trade
would have been found in the mega-trend
section rather than with the catalysts. But rising
protectionism, not only in the United States, and
the uncertain impact of Brexit on both British
and European markets, seem to jeopardise the
progressive integration of the global trade system
to the extent that its future seems less certain
now.
That said, international trade is still going strong:
regional and preferential trade arrangements
have been on the rise for the last two decades
and continue to do so. The EU is negotiating or
finalising agreements with several states (having
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recently concluded one with Japan) and similar
agreements are under way elsewhere, among
African states, for instance. In the absence
of a wide-ranging reform of the World Trade
Organisation (WTO) and global trade governance,
open plurilateral agreements may become a
popular option in the future.93
There is a simple reason for this: open trading
systems are beneficial for economies of a similar
structure. This, and the fact that the United
States alone cannot undo two decades of a
trend, is a good reason to assume that despite
its questioning by a major player, the system will
continue to expand.94 In 2016, total trade between
WTO members (covering 98% of world trade)
was $16 trillion in merchandise and $4.7 trillion in
services – a testimony to globalisation.95
Even the United States will find that its current
approach, aimed at protecting workers and
domestic production from globalisation, may no
longer be very effective. For instance, value and
production chains are more global than ever,
and tariffs would do little to encourage domestic
manufacturing, and hence, preserve jobs. True, this
is slightly different when it comes to final products;
here, tariffs may still lead to certain rearrangements.
But in any circumstance, imposing tariffs would
mean increasing the cost of goods, which ultimately
means consumers pay a higher price. Hence,
American protectionism will not have the desired
results. In addition to these current tensions, global
trade volume will be impacted by China’s gradual
switch towards domestic activities, which reduces
trading volumes in absolute terms. It is expected
that this trend will continue in the long run, coupled
with the expansion of trade in the Global South.
Trade volumes between emerging economies are
expected to increase faster than those between the
developed ones.96 This will add more weight to calls
for a rebalancing of global trade governance.
Trade in services and data flows will be crucial in
the years to come. Furthermore, over the medium
to long term, intensification of trade either in
terms of goods or services will benefit the world
economy by spurring global efficiency, knowledge
transfers, and innovation. For all of these reasons,

We are cautiously optimistic
that in the mid- to long-term, trade
will continue to grow, especially
trade in services.
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As the European market for goods is already
fully developed and highly integrated, what will
hamper European trade volume growth is the
handicap stemming from a fragmented market in
services. Data flows and access to service markets
are predicted to grow substantially in the coming
years, but the slow and inefficient integration of the
European digital market and market for services in
general may constrain this.97

What does this mean?

There is a certain degree of uncertainty when it
comes to the future of trade, but there is also a
high degree of probability: even though some
governments currently favour protectionism,
there are signs that the global trade system is not
about to collapse. In fact, populist moves towards
isolationism are not about trade, but about
unemployment and poverty rates as its perceived
consequences.
Protecting the international trade order therefore
requires policy measures at the national level
first, including a renewed focus on redistributive
policies. And there are other aspects to consider:
»» Many associate poverty and unemployment
with globalisation, but changes in tax and
transfer systems have played a greater role in
the decline of income redistribution than trade
openness.98 Learn more about populism p.31.
»» How global trade and its governing institutions
will evolve will depend in large part on China.
Learn more about geopolitics p.19.
»» Digitalisation will lead to an increase in new
sectors which will affect not just economies
generally but also trade as services – and jobs
- could move abroad. Learn more about new
technologies p.28.
»» Modern technology could also mean that
production can move closer to the consumer,
reducing the carbon footprint of goods
transport. Learn more about how we prevent
climate change p.34.
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potentially positive effects on climate change,
demographics, and global poverty rates.99 Learn
more about how we prevent climate change
p.34. Learn more about demographics p.9.
Learn more about economics p.13.

FOOD AND WATER WILL
HAVE TO BE WATCHED
The earth is a finite place when it comes to
resources – or so it seems. Warnings of food and
water insecurity have become a regular feature of
international politics – and indeed, even in the EU,
water scarcity and droughts affect one-third of its
territory. (It is worth noting that 44% of European
freshwater is used to cool thermal power, and
only 24% for irrigation.)100 Both food and water
insecurity are therefore seen as mega-trends but
are in fact – in their nature and impact – catalysts
as they emerge over a short period of time and
human action can have an immediate impact.
To understand this, we need to look at what
food and water insecurity actually are. There are
three dimensions to this: first, sheer availability
– are food and water obtainable or not? Second,
affordability: at what price are they available? And
third, are they of sufficient quality?
When we apply these dimensions, we can see
that we have different degrees of insecurity. For
instance, the first dimension, availability, is in
fact a dying category: famines have decreased
to historically low levels all over the world. This is
because our understanding of famines has evolved:
while for many years experts believed that famines
were caused by a shortfall in food availability, the
insight emerged in the 1980s that famines actually
occurred when food was available – but not
accessible. This means that human complicity plays
a crucial role in the onset of famines, and that

»» Global connectivity in terms of trade might
enhance, or reduce, the impact of sanctions.
Learn more about conflicts to come p.25.

Production and transport costs and
governance are more important to
our thinking about food insecurity
than the idea of a planet running
out of resources.

»» Trade is not just about exporting goods:
it is also about exporting standards, be
it in the domain of labour, environment,
or data protection. Trade agreements
increasingly include such provisions – with

The current understanding of food security is also
influenced by food quality – food that not only
feeds, but provides nutrients and helps individuals
live the longest and healthiest life possible. When
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we speak about food insecurity in Europe, for
instance, we mainly mean food that leads to health
issues such as obesity rather than a lack of access
to food. Elsewhere, however, both water and food
insecurity are real issues that need to be addressed
in the coming years to assist the 700 million
people who currently do not have basic access to
water, and the 815 million people living in food
insecurity – but neither issue is due to a lack of
resources, rather to (mis)management and quality
standards.101
Indeed, the ideas of ‘water wars’ and ‘food wars’
have captured the imagination of many, but a
direct link between a lack of affordable water
and food on the one hand, and violence on the
other has not been established yet. Obviously,
food prices correlate with a number of indicators
associated to conflict (such as low GDP, levels
of development, etc.), but there is no evidence
proving that hunger or thirst themselves directly
caused a war. Similarly, water insecurity is mostly
the result of poor infrastructure and water
management, rather than the planet drying up.
Instead, both water and food are more accurately
described as conflict accelerators rather than
conflict triggers.102

What does this mean?

Access to food and water is highly dependent on
other aspects unrelated to their actual availability
– which means they can intensify existing conflicts
rather than create new ones. That said, both
food prices and signs of water stress serve as
important indicators that there is a larger policy
problem – which could indeed lead to conflict
and mass displacement. In the coming years,
we will therefore witness moments of water and
food stress outside Europe – and we should
interpret them as signs that things are amiss more
generally in a certain state or region.
»» Climate change will exacerbate both water and
food insecurity in areas that are already prone
to conflict, such as Africa and the Middle East.
The IPCC says that climate change will expose
1 billion people to water scarcity in the coming
years.103 Learn more about how we prevent
climate change p.34. Learn more about conflicts
to come p.25.
»» Food and water indicators correlate with
conflict; they can therefore be used as early
warning signs. Learn more about conflicts to
come p.25.

»» Europe suffers from over- rather than undernutrition, with detrimental health effects. Learn
more about how we improve ageing p.35.

WARFARE WILL CHANGE
It is fair to say that the entire discipline of
foresight was born out of the desire to know
where, when, and how future wars would unfold.104
But despite this burning interest, it is not the area
where predictions have been most accurate – in
large part, because we tend to overestimate the
impact of technological progress, overlook the
complexity of conflict drivers, and underestimate
the lethality of comparatively unsophisticated
weapons’ systems.105 That said, reflecting on the
future of war is still crucial because violent conflict
will continue to be a feature of the coming years
despite our best efforts to avoid it.
There are a few things we can say with certainty
about future conflicts: for instance, extrapolating
from past trends, we can assert that while
interstate wars have become less prevalent, we will
still witness one per decade at the global level.106
This can take place in many different forms: at
sea, in the air, on land, in space – and in the cyber
domain. But it can also take on hybrid forms and
come without a formal declaration or open acts
of war: propaganda and political agitation, too,
will be part of the offensive portfolio of others.
In addition, the current unravelling of the nonproliferation regime re-opens the possibility of
stand-offs between nuclear powers.107
The number of intrastate (or civil) wars will either
remain the same, or increase in the coming years
– that is, to over 40 ongoing conflicts per year.
We can assume this because all the indicators
for the drivers of conflict are projected to
grow: climate change, inequality, youth bulges,
repression, the unchecked spread of small arms
and the connectivity of non-state actors all mean
that states that are already facing numerous
internal challenges will probably face even more
difficulties in the coming years. We can therefore
assume that

The majority of conflicts that break
out in the coming years will take
place within a state, rather than
between states.
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Unfortunately, a fair number of these conflicts
will be situated in areas of strategic concern to
Europe, especially in the Middle East and North
Africa.108 Iraq, Syria, Yemen and Libya continue to
be at high conflict risk, regardless of the current
status of combat operations.
But it is not just the Arab world which is at risk,
so are several areas in Sub-Saharan Africa, such
as the Lake Chad Basin, the Sahel, the Horn of
Africa, and Central Africa. Although as a Union we
are committed to the ideal of conflict prevention,
neither we nor others have been able to decode
the precise origins of war – despite the fact that
conflict prevention could save anywhere between
$5 and $70 billion a year.109
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Different types of warfare will require very
different skillsets from our armed forces: whereas
conflict stabilisation is normally less sophisticated
and more manpower intensive, it also lasts longer
and requires long-term political commitment.
Conflicts that we are the victim of can happen at
any time, in any place, in any way: a 360° type of
conflict for which we are currently not ready – but
others are. It might include modern technology in
the shape of unmanned aircraft and ‘killer robots’
– but there are other more pressing threats. The
real danger emanates from all those types of
attack which we do not immediately recognise
as such, be it infiltration, media and political
manipulation or cyber-attacks.
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What does this mean?

Although Europe has mostly lived in peace since
its inception as a Union, this does not mean that
it will remain unconcerned by future conflicts.
On the contrary, to navigate the coming decade
peacefully, Europe needs to ready itself for all
the aspects of war likely to unfold – while also
engaging in conflict prevention and resolution.
»» At the moment, our defence sector is not ready
to face complex conflicts – among other things
because we are fragmented. Learn more about
how we manage conflict p.36.
»» Connectivity means that cyberspace will be a
key front in any conflict, but areas that are less
linked to the online realms will be affected less
by this trend. Learn more about connectivity
p.18.
»» Every conflict fought with violent means over
the last 200 years produced surprising new
technological developments or doctrines.
Technological progress could make wars
quicker, more (or less) lethal, and more
multidimensional. Learn more about new
technologies p.28. Learn more about how we
deal with new technology p.35.110
»» Europe can no longer fully rely on the United
States’ security umbrella as Washington’s
strategic attention is already shifting to Asia.
Improving not only its defence capabilities, but
also rethinking how it manages conflict will be
key to protecting itself in the future.111 Learn
more about geopolitics p.19. Learn more about
how we manage conflict p.36.
»» The unravelling of agreements designed to
prevent an arms race means that the likelihood
of conflict will increase. Learn more about
geopolitics p.19.
»» Big data can make conflict prediction more
accurate than it is today – but not to a dramatic
extent.112 Learn more about new technologies
p.28.
»» Instability in the Arab world will have an impact
on European migration levels and politics. Learn
more about migration p.29. Learn more about
demographics p.9. Learn more about populism
p.31.
»» A large youth population plays a role in conflict
onset. Learn more about demographics p.9.
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»» Conflict onset correlates, amongst other things,
with political, social and economic inequality.113
Learn more about economics p.13.
»» International law still addresses mainly
interstate rather than intrastate conflict, making
internal conflict the battleground where most
pain is inflicted in humanitarian, economic and
political terms. Learn more about conflicts to
come p.25.
»» Peacekeeping is an expensive and manpowerintensive tool to settle civil wars – both aspects
are at odds with Europe’s current strategic
posture. Learn more about demographics p.9.
Learn more about economics p.13.

strategic vacuums in Somalia, Libya and Egypt’s
Sinai continue to provide a safe haven for its
fighters to prepare such attacks and conduct
strategic outreach to recruits.116 The threat is also
growing in the Balkans, where Salafi-jihadism
was more successful in recruiting than often
assumed: more than 1,000 citizens from these
countries joined IS in Syria and Iraq between
2014 and 2016.117 In addition, al-Qaeda’s strategic
approach (weakening the ‘far enemy’, i.e. Western
states, first before establishing a state) has
been validated by IS’ defeat, meaning that its
resurgence is a likely possibility. In addition, a new
jihadist entity can emerge with similar objectives,
building on the IS experience in Syria and Iraq.

»» Because the world will be more connected,
human suffering will be visible to a much larger
audience – this can be, of course, manipulated
to increase pressure on decision-makers to
end civil wars elsewhere. Learn more about
connectivity p.18. Learn more about populism
p.31. Learn more about how we deal with
conflict p.36.

It is worth noting that while jihadist terrorist
attacks dominate the news, they constitute only
16% of terrorist attacks; 67% of attacks were of
a separatist nature, 12% left-wing and 6% rightwing. This last category has been increasing
significantly.

»» Abroad, intrastate wars will unfold increasingly
within cities, leading to a new type of urban
warfare. Learn more about urbanisation p.12.

Terrorism will continue to be a feature of Europe’s
security landscape in the coming years, well
beyond the threat of IS: anarchic, right- or leftwing terrorism continues to pose a serious
problem to the EU but receives much less
attention. While most European terrorist networks
operate across national borders, governmental
cooperation on the issue is still not as developed
as it could be.

TERRORISM
WILL REMAIN
Like violent conflict, terrorism is difficult to predict
– indeed, the element of surprise is in its very
nature. However, we can expect with a sad degree
of certainty that terrorism will not disappear as a
phenomenon in Europe (or indeed elsewhere) in the
coming years. This is connected to several dynamics.
First, the pool for Islamic State (IS) recruits is not
shrinking: there is potential for returnees from
Syria and Iraq, but also for released convicts
to conduct terrorist attacks. More than 1,500
terrorists will be released around 2022 in the
European Union as they received sentences of
five years on average.114 In addition, home-grown
radicalisation continues to be the driver for
terrorist attacks in the Union – at the moment,
between 50,000 and 100,000 individuals are being
monitored for radical potential, a pool that could
expand.115
And despite its current setbacks in the Middle
East, IS continues to express the intent to
conduct terrorist operations in Europe; the

What does this mean?

»» All terrorist networks use the internet to recruit,
exchange information, funds and knowledge.
Learn more about connectivity p.18.
»» Terrorism is often linked to conflicts occurring
outside Europe. Learn more about conflicts to
come p.25.
»» Right-wing terrorism is linked to populism.
Learn more about populism p.31.
»» Jihadist terrorism is used by populist parties to
generate a xenophobic environment and win
votes. Learn more about populism p.31. Learn
more about migration p.29.
»» Home-grown terrorism is linked to poor
integration and inequality. Learn more about
economics p.13.
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TECHNOLOGY
WILL SPRINT AHEAD
Technological innovation is a meta-trend in the
sense that it permeates virtually all other aspects
of human life. It appears here in the catalyst
section because it develops much faster than
mega-trends. And while technological progress
has been an ongoing development, there is a new
element to it as now

Machine intelligence is beginning
to rival human intelligence.
This will happen in the coming years already
because innovation is expected particularly
with regard to the Internet of Things (IoT), AI,
advanced robotics, wearables and 3D printing.
Other developments such as blockchain, new
energy storage methods and 5G will also have
an impact.118 In total, the market for key digital
technologies will reach €2.2 trillion by 2025.119 In
fact, an important share of Europe’s future growth
potential resides in this area.
In many ways, these innovations will make
human life easier, not only in our day-to-day
lives, but because they represent economic and
employment potential. In other ways, they are
a source of concern: for instance, we know that
they will disrupt the labour market by destroying
certain jobs – but also by creating new ones.120
Machines are likely to replace humans in areas
that are repetitive and mechanical, rather than
take over entire labour markets. One study
showed that those professions to be hit the
hardest will include drivers, mail sorters and
telephone operators.121 In return, new jobs will
emerge: according to some studies, the vast
majority of jobs of the future do not exist yet.122
However, this change is unlikely to be sudden or
brutal, but incremental.123
And technology will not just affect day-to-day
business: it will also be a determining factor in
how Europe positions itself in the world as both
a powerful technological innovator and a setter
of ethical standards when it comes to prevent the
use of machines for warfare, totalitarian control,
and disinformation. At the moment, Europe is at
risk of being left behind by China and the United
States, leaving others to define a crucial area of
the future.124
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That said, Europe is well-equipped to take on the
new technological challenge: it has high levels of
education, connectivity and disposable income
available.

What does this mean?

In the coming years, the way we work, fight,
age, communicate, solve problems, travel, trade,
exchange information, live in cities, solve crimes,
do business, vote, and connect to our loved ones
will all be changed. This are not developments
Europe can stop, but it can shape them. Indeed, if
we choose not to, others will do it for us.
Although robotics will replace jobs, this does not
mean we are heading towards a world where
robots dominate humans. Learn more about how
we deal with new technology p.35.
»» Modern technology also makes us more
vulnerable in the cyber domain with regard
to both crime and cyberattacks.125 Learn more
about how we manage conflict p.36.
»» Leadership in technological innovation is now,
even more than in the past, a key ingredient in
global power projection – if Europe wants to be
part of this, it will have to invest more in R&D,
education and skill development.126 Learn more
about geopolitics p.19.
»» Although the concept of life-long learning has
been discussed for some time, it is becoming
increasingly important now, as humans need to
rely on those skills machines do not have – this
has implications for education systems, as well
as for older workforces already employed.127
Learn more about how we improve ageing p.35.
»» Some technologies will allow for tighter
controls within totalitarian societies,
undermining Europe’s democratic ideal. Learn
more about how we protect democracy p.37.
»» New technologies will change how human
conflict unfolds – whether for better or worse
is our decision. Learn more about conflicts to
come p.25.
»» New technologies can help meet some of
the challenges of European longevity. AI can
improve social connectivity and emotional
health, and cognitive and physical ability.128
Learn more about how we improve ageing p.35.
»» New technologies might be able to help
mitigate the effects of climate change. CO2
capture technology can directly facilitate 30%
of the emissions cuts needed by 2030, and
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Everything you wanted to know about who predicts what on the impact of automation130
Perspective 1

Scope &
background

Their
assessment
on the
impact of
automation

Perspective 2

Perspective 3

Perspective 4

Bid your job
farewell

Keep calm and
carry on (but do
keep an eye on
inequality)

Few occupations
will be entirely
automated, but
all jobs will be
affected

The rise of the
industrial robots

In their groundbreaking study,
Frey and Osborne
(2013) were among
the first to gauge
the probability of
computerisation
for 702
occupations in the
US labour market
arguing that the
potential scope of
automation is vast.

The OECD (2018)
shifted attention
to the variation
between jobs of
the same name
and assessed
which tasks
are difficult for
computers to
carry out, even in
jobs that are most
susceptible to
automation.

Focusing on the
years 2016-2030,
McKinsey Global
Institute (2017)
used data from
46 countries to
break down 800
occupations into
more than 2,000
activities. Based
on this breakdown,
they determined
the capabilities that
would be needed by
workers or machines
for each activity.

Acemoglu and
Restrepo (2017)
and Bruegel
(2018) respectively
evaluate the
specific impact
of industrial
robots on the US
economy and on
6 EU countries
that make up
85.5% of the EU
industrial robots
market.

47% of total US
employment is
at risk. In the first
wave, most workers
in transportation
and logistics
occupations,
together with the
bulk of office and
administrative
support workers
and production
occupations
are likely to be
substituted.

14% of jobs in
OECD countries
are highly
automatable –
equating to around
66 million job
losses. Occupations
with the highest
risk typically
require basic or low
levels of education,
potentially
furthering labour
market polarisation
and inequality.

While less
than 5% of
occupations
consist of
activities that
can be fully
automated,
up to 30% of
hours worked
globally could
be automated
by 2030. Physical
activities are most
susceptible.

One additional
robot per
thousand workers
reduces the
employment
rate by 0.160.20 percentage
points in Europe.
This notable
displacement
would most impact
young cohorts,
middle-education
workers, and men.

Source: European Political Strategy Centre, 2018

indirectly affect the rest through influencing
consumer habits, scaling up a sharing economy
and supporting business transformation to a
circular economy.129 Learn more about how we
can prevent climate change p.34.
»» Low-skilled migration has slowed new
technology development down in sectors such
as food and agriculture as there is not yet
enough incentive to develop alternatives. Learn
more about migration p.29.
»» Should industry disruptions occur and largescale unemployment set in, populist parties
could thrive. Learn more about populism p.31.

PEOPLE WILL MOVE
Superficially, migration looks very much like a
mega-trend over which we have little influence.
But in fact, migration is just a symptom of megatrends – of demography, economy, connectivity,
and environmental change. But precisely because
it sits at the intersection of other trends, it is
difficult to predict.131 Statistically,

Only 60% of predictions concerning
migration were accurate.
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Technology tipping points
2018

2021

2022

• Storage • Robot and • The Internet of
Services
for AI
and for Things
• Wearable
Internet
• 3D Printing and
manufacturing

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

• Driverless cars • Bitcoin and
• 3D printing and
• Ubiquitous
• Implantable
the blockchain
consumer products • AI and
computing
technologies
decision-making
• 3D printing and • AI and
• Big data for
white-collar jobs
human health
decisions
• Smart cities
• The connected • The sharing
• Vision as the
economy
home
new interface
• Our digital
presence
• Governments
and the blockchain
• A supercomputer
in your pocket

Note: Average year in which each tipping point is expected to occur according to a survey conducted to more than 800 ICT
executives and experts
Source: World Economic Forum, 2015

Regarding Europe, what we do know is that
numbers of irregular border arrivals tend to
be cyclical, rising and falling roughly on a fiveyear basis, and with a big influx every 20 or so
years, which reflects a significant shift in the
international order. And, of course, there is a
marked difference between a refugee crisis
resulting from an acute conflict, and migrants
moving for economic reasons.
In addition, we know that most irregular migrants
in Europe – traditionally at least – have been visa
‘overstayers’ who entered by regular means, rather
than the – traditionally – small numbers who
arrive by irregular means. According to current
projections, 1.8 billion individual travellers will cross
international borders each year by 2030 – but how
many of those will overstay is impossible to say.132
When it comes to foresight, the lesson from the
2015-2016 migration crisis is clear: action matters.
The EU regained control only when it started
trying to define the future on its own terms rather
than second-guess where the next flow of people
would come from. As soon as the EU-28 started
using their combined weight and exercising
influence abroad, pushing Morocco or Turkey
for reforms, job creation or border controls, the
migration flows became more predictable.
That means the EU has some scope to influence
migration. It could usefully view migration as a
way to identify underlying mega-trends, and then
find smarter ways to channel human reactions
to them – to joblessness or to drought or to
war. By contrast, if the EU views the threat of
mass migration as some kind of inevitability,
this fear could very well be self-fulfilling – bad
European policies could help turn migration into
an uncontrolled driver of demographic shifts, say,
or a factor that turns environmental change into a
source of civil unrest.133
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What does this mean?

Considering the cyclical nature of migration, another
wave is to be expected in the coming years – but it is
not clear what its extent will be, and whether Europe
will be its target or not. That said, migration will
continue to feature on decision-makers’ agendas. One
of the major points for action in the medium term is
to create a reasonably robust global framework on
migration. For Europe, the scope to take a lead role
in this has grown as the US has dropped out of the
Global Compact for Migration (GCM) process. The
2018 UN GCM could, despite its shortcomings, serve
as a basis for this framework because it takes place at
a time when the organisation is not preoccupied with
traditional points of contention between the Global
North and South.
»» The main driver for migration is the global
economy: the rise in income has meant that
people in developing economies gain enough
income and international sensibility to cross
borders. It is now established that emigration
rates tail off only when a country breaches the
upper-middle income threshold.134 Learn more
about economics p.13.
»» Poverty, the classic push factor, tends to lead
to local migrations, such as from countryside to
town or to nearby countries. Learn more about
economics p.13.
»» Connectivity strongly influences migration flows,
because measures by authorities and information
by diaspora networks are communicated to and
within migrant communities. Learn more about
connectivity p.18.
»» Climate change will influence migration into
cities, rather than to Europe. Learn more about
urbanisation p.12. Learn more about how we
prevent climate change p.34.
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»» Migration is increasingly used as a diplomatic
bargaining chip. China uses large-scale
exchange programmes to secure resource
concessions in Central Asia and Africa, for
instance, while Russia leverages the dependence
of nearby states on labour remittances to
extend its influence. The EU itself uses visa
liberalisation and ‘mobility partnerships’ to build
relationships with developing economies. Learn
more about multilateralism p.19.
»» Although theories exist that an increase in
population elsewhere will lead to increased
numbers moving to Europe, because we are fewer,
migration is not a spatial zero-sum game – and
studies disprove this fear. 135 Africa, for instance,
remains one of the least populated areas on earth,
and migration there remains largely within the
continent. Learn more about demographics p.9.
»» Migration is only a limited panacea to Europe’s
declining population rates.136 Learn more about
how we improve ageing p.35.
»» Migrants are at much higher risk of poverty and
inequality in Europe than non-migrants. Learn
more about the economy p.13.
»» Populists use migration influx to leverage
xenophobic attitudes to their advantage. Learn
more about populism p.31.

POPULISTS WILL TRY
A populist appeal to the will of ‘the people’ and
a rejection of (liberal) elites has been a steadily
growing phenomenon in Europe over the last
two decades, giving cause for concerns and
fears over the stability of our societies. However,
whilst populism seems to appear out of the
democratic blue, it has surfaced repeatedly in
Western systems since the late 18th century. And
while some anti-system movements used populist
methods to topple democracies in Germany or
Italy, most populist waves did not seek, or succeed,
in changing a political system. Instead, the vast
majority of waves in the 19th and 20th century in
the United States and Europe dissipated once their
concerns were addressed through economic and
political reforms.
So what is populism exactly and what does it
seek? We use here the definition of populism as
‘parties and politicians that claim to represent
the true will of a unified people against domestic
elites’.137 In this sense, populism is not an

ideology (it can be found to the left and right of
the political centre), but rather an exclusionary
approach to politics, dividing the landscape
into friends or enemies. In that sense, it is more
political entrepreneurship than ideology.
Populist concerns revolve, to diverging extents,
around three conflated issues: economic crisis,
threatened identity, and an unresponsive political
system.138 However, the weight of these individual
elements can vary significantly: the recent American
populist wave, for instance, did not occur in a
period of acute economic crisis, but it still displayed
the other ingredients for a populist surge. Growth
had slowed down, inequality had risen, the financial
crisis had eroded trust in decision-makers, and
the rise of China and automation fuelled fears of
an imminent wave of unemployment; insecurity
also existed in identity terms – at the international
level, the perception that the United States was
losing influence, and at the national level, that
traditional identity was under threat by increasing
levels of cultural and gender diversity. The fact that
decision-makers (‘elites’) seemed to accept or even
embrace all of the above only fuelled resentment
further.

The American case shows that
populism is less about past
performance and more about
future expectation.
But although populists are very much futureoriented when it comes to their concerns,
economically speaking, they will take a short-term
and redistributive approach to policy issues – in
budgetary terms, they prefer spending (e.g. the
establishment of a minimum wage or increased
pensions); in environmental terms, they might curb
restrictions on business to protect jobs; in social
terms, they will identify ‘others’ as the cause of the
problem, be it in gender, cultural or financial terms.
But at the heart of populism are genuinely felt
concerns: it was populist waves which led to the
creation of social insurance policies in Germany
in 1880, to the ‘New Deal’ in the United States in
1933, and the provision of paid leave in France
and Belgium in 1936. The key is to identify and
address such measures designed to tackle root
causes – but they will take time to take effect.
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What does this mean?

While it is clear that populism is triggered by
crises (and indeed, triggers crises itself), it is less
clear why it appears in some settings and not in
others. It is for this reason that it is difficult to
foresee the future of European populism in the
coming years. That said, we understand what
populist parties thrive on:
»» Populism is not just about domestic concerns:
when citizens feel that their state has lost
global importance, they are more susceptible to
populist messaging.139 Learn more about how
we position Europe in the world p.36.
»» Populism is not just a movement, it is also a
political style, relying on emotional, and even
overtly offensive language to stress the urgency
of its demands, and their proximity to the
people. Institutions like the EU do not easily
master this style. Learn more about how we
protect our democracies p.37.
»» Populists seek to protect their electorate from
international competition, which is why they
favour tariffs. Learn more about trade p.23.
»» Populism thrives on perceived social immobility;
one of the ways to stimulate growth is to
improve education, especially life-long
learning for older generations. Learn more
about demographics p.9. Learn more about
economics p.13.140
»» Measures to counter a populist narrative on
inequality can include the strengthening of an
inheritance tax to mitigate the accumulation
of wealth, tax incentives for workers to invest
in stocks, increasing measures against tax
avoidance and evasion, and putting caps on
top salaries – but ultimately, populism is more
than an economic phenomenon, and instead
expresses a larger sense of malaise.141 Learn more
about how we protect democracy p.37.
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»» Populists prefer direct democracy over
representative democracy, and proportional
systems to non-proportional ones. Learn more
about how we protect democracy p.37.
»» Populists generally prefer to use new forms of
communication to bypass established media;
social networks are favoured tools because
fake news, rumours and conspiracy theories
are not easily dispelled and because social
media promotes ‘echo chambers’ where users
are exposed only to news items and topics
they already care about.142 Learn more about
connectivity p.18.
»» Populism takes advantage of the complexity of
an international environment which is hard to
understand. Higher levels of education, a side
effect of Europe’s longer-living population,
might be a useful antidote as people feel more
comfortable with complexity. Learn more about
how we improve ageing p.35.
»» Populism is not defeated by adopting its
style, but by addressing the underlying fears
of insecurity – and challenging negative
narratives with positive ones. Learn more about
economics p.13.
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TIME TO DECIDE:

THE GAME-CHANGERS
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n foresight, a game-changer is, as its name
indicates, a decision-making point. This is where
human decisions will make the difference and
determine the future(s) to come – it is for this
reason that they are formulated as questions,
rather than statements.
Game-changers are not free-floating: they are
always set in a future determined by the megatrends and catalysts evolving. In that sense, the
future can be thought of as a cone whose outline
is shaped by larger trends – but whose exact
shape will be determined to a significant extent by
decisions we take. This is why

The focus of decision-makers
should be those elements of the
future they can shape.
Futures cone

The European Commission’s climate strategy
addresses the first dimension, laying out clear
goals for 2030 – but further action is required
given that the United States has left the Paris
Agreement. This includes investing more in R&D
to open up new avenues in technology which
could assist in achieving these objectives, and
a thorough discussion about the EU’s energy
transition: for instance, while the move away from
coal is no longer as controversial as it used to be,
there is still a reluctance to accept nuclear energy.
And there are other areas that have the potential
to turn ‘green’: agriculture, for instance, could
help to achieve these goals. (e.g. by reducing
deforestation).143 In addition, Europe has started to
gear up towards creating an economic system as a
whole that is sustainable and circular.144 However,
its member states are not at equal levels when it
comes to curbing emissions – some will need more
help than others.145 Globally, of the 'big three', both
as leaders and polluters, the US has turned away
from its responsibility, and China still lacks the
stance to shape a global response. This means that

Time

Now

Possible
Probable

Plausible

The responsibility to, quite literally,
save the planet rests with Europe.

Preferable

Total emission reduction potential in 2030
70

Annual Global Total Greenhouse
Gas Emissions GtCO2e
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40
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policy
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Source: UNEP
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Sectoral emission reduction
potentials in 2030

Emission reduction
potential (2030)
- basic options

2015

Climate change is the most important policy
issue to address: climate-related decisions will
determine not only the future of our economies
and societies, but indeed of humankind as a
species. For the EU, this challenge is divided in two
components: one concerns European progress on
achieving its goals; the other concerns the rest
of the world – Europe will not be able to curb
emissions alone, but it will be one of the three key
players in the field.

2035

HOW DO WE SAVE
THE PLANET?

2030

The game-changers presented here are
extrapolated from the trends (identified in the
year-long ESPAS consultation process) outlined
above. In effect, they constitute a European look
at global priorities for action.

2025

Source: Voros J 2003, ‘A generic foresight process framework’,
Foresight, vol. 5, no. 3, pp. 10-21

But Europe will not be able to lead this response
alone, which leads us to the second concern:
partners, including at the state, regional and local
level, will be imperative to achieve the goals. This
includes, of course, China, but also middle income
countries with fast-growing economies such as
India, Brazil and Indonesia, as well as regional and
even municipal levels in states that are reticent to
act against climate change at the national level.
For many actors, the necessary measures might
be difficult to implement, so Europe will have to
deploy environmental diplomacy in a hitherto
unseen way.
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HOW DO WE
IMPROVE AGEING?
An ageing population can be a good thing – but
only if age occurs in good health. Unfortunately,
at the moment more years alive does not mean
more healthy years. On average, older adults
today experience almost the same levels of health
decline as their parents – despite technological
progress and longer lives, we have not yet
achieved ‘morbidity compression’ – the reduction
of ill health to the last few years of life.

At the moment, ageing in Europe is seen
mainly from a pension and healthcare angle,
and migration as a potential solution. However,
healthier older adults will be able to work longer,
require less medical care, and be happier all
around. Radical policy choices in the healthcare
sector will therefore have not just financial, but
also political ramifications.149 To achieve this,
Europeans have to lose 5% of their weight on
average, increase their physical activity and stop
smoking.150 In addition, continuous improvement
of gender equality will ensure that the currently
timid upswing in European fertility is not turned
around but evolves positively.151

The real issue with ageing Projected rates of obesity
is not the length of life, but the
United States Mexico England Canada
health of life. 50% Switzerland Italy Korea

Spain

France

Rate of obesity

To reduce the projected 2% increase in European
spending on age-related issues by 2030, we
need to not only reform our pension system, but
perhaps more importantly, achieve healthy ageing.
After all, unhealthy aging is not inevitable. A
recent study shows that lifestyle has a dramatic
impact on health: not smoking, being of normal
weight and/or having low blood pressure meant
not just six years of longer life – but nine years
of healthy life compared to those who smoked,
were obese and had high blood pressure.146 But
currently, 46% of Europeans never exercise, and
only 7% do so five days a week – the amount
which significantly reduces morbidity and
maintains cognitive capacities.147 The same goes
for diet: at the moment, one in two Europeans is
overweight or obese – a number that is projected
to increase in the coming years along with related
diseases such as diabetes, coronary heart disease,
stroke and cancer. 18.4% of Europeans still
smoke daily, creating avoidable consequences for
their health, such as cancer and cardio-vascular
diseases. According to the European Commission,
smoking remains the largest avoidable health risk
in the EU.148
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At the moment, Europeans spend nearly two
decades with one or more illnesses. It is worth
noting that while women live longer than men, they
fall ill slightly earlier. This means that the majority
of deaths, not just in Europe but also in the world,
will be because of non-communicable diseases
such as cancer and cardiovascular diseases. The
most important cost of age is therefore not
pension, but health- and long-term care.

Note: Obesity defined as Body Mass Index (BMI) ≥ 30kg/m².
OECD projections assume that BMI will continue to rise as a
linear function of time.
Source: OECD

HOW DO WE MANAGE
NEW TECHNOLOGIES?
The acceleration of technological progress
seems to pose for some a primarily philosophical
question about what it means to be human in the
age of AI.152 That said, there are other geopolitical
and economic issues to consider because

Europe is still playing catch up to
the fourth industrial revolution.
When it comes to research and patents for new
technologies, China and the United States are in
the process of defining the future of not just the
digital market – but of the future market altogether,
and indeed geopolitics and warfare, too.153 This is
because even though digital technology will not be
everything, it will impact almost everything.
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For Europe, a set of policy questions arises
from this development: do we want to become
the shapers of digital ethics, and contribute a
distinctly European, carefully calibrated and agile
regulatory digital eco-system to the ongoing race
for digital leadership? Are we willing to invest,
de-regulate, anticipate, and legislate? Do we
develop a digital strategy to address all the socioeconomic issues resulting from digital innovation?
Do we try and pre-empt the disruption of the
labour market by re-training those whose jobs
are at risk of automation? Do we counter the
development of technologies that undermine
democracy and human rights both in Europe and
abroad? Do we teach ourselves how to handle the
overflow of information and life assistance these
new technologies can provide? Are we equipped
to deal with hyper-progress at both the individual,
as well as collective level? If we fail to respond,
others will, in different ways.

If we do so, and continue to build on the EU’s
achievements of the past decades, we have the
potential to be one of the shapers and innovators of
this century – and continue to serve as an inspiration
for others despite its flaws.156 In this case, a united

Europe can be bold about
its vision for humanity.

Precisely because new technologies have all the
potential, negative and positive, it is a domain that
particularly requires political leadership and vision
– and decisive action.

Unity in foreign policy will also help us
forge a closer bond with our citizens again:
overwhelmingly and regularly, two-thirds to three
quarters of Europeans are in favour of common
action in defence and foreign policy. We have a
mandate to achieve this goal.157

HOW DO WE POSITION
EUROPE IN THE WORLD?

HOW DO WE
MANAGE CONFLICT?

Many aspects of the poly-nodal system we are
entering are familiar to Europeans: we have built our
foundations on relations and communication between
powers of different sizes, and the plural nature of the
world will mirror the plural nature of Europe. That said,
this does not mean that finding our distinct place (and
ability to influence) in this context will be an easy task.

Although Europe has managed to create a safe
haven for itself, war is not a dying breed. With
climate change acting as a conflict accelerator, and
the international system’s current instability, we will
have to accept that conflicts will be part of our future.

But we do not have to wait for a place to be
assigned to us. Indeed, the EU Global Strategy
already contains the vision that we have for
ourselves as a global player – now is the time to
implement it with even more determination.154
We can do this proactively by continuing to be a
strong leader in the fight against climate change,
a stout defender of democracy and human rights,
a continuous supporter of the global trade system,
a reliable contributor to multilateral organisations,
and an agenda-setter for the development of
human-centric technology and ethical uses of
AI.155
But to be defined as distinctly European in future
geopolitics will require more than this: it will
also require a change in mindset (and perhaps
also institutions and procedures) as it will mean
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being more active in areas we did not sufficiently
address before (for instance, in defence and
conflict abroad). We will have to acknowledge the
fact that the peaceful world we dreamt of is not
yet within reach, adjust the way we communicate
with the world and present ourselves, and act with
conviction.

As Europeans we reject violence,
but we will have to be ready for
those who do not.
This means that we will have to be able to
confront those attempting to infringe on our
rights and achievements, but also to address
conflicts elsewhere. This is not just out of altruism:
conflicts in our neighbourhood have already
impacted us in several ways and ignoring these
issues will not make them disappear.
This means two things for us: first, how do we
ready ourselves for both potential physical
and online attacks? Do we have the necessary
procedures, equipment, and imagination to
pre-empt and deter all forms of attack, ranging
from ‘classical’ kinetic wars to political agitation,
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disinformation and infiltration? Do we reap the
benefits of our political community also in the
defence sector? Only when we can say confidently
‘yes’ to these questions have we done our duty.
Second, conflicts elsewhere need to be prevented,
solved and their aftermath stabilised more efficiently.
This is not Europe’s sole responsibility, but it is still
one of our concerns – in areas of strategic interest,
it is even an imperative. So far, we have been only
moderately successful in preventing conflict, but not
necessarily because conflicts cannot prevented. For
instance, we have not engaged forcefully enough in
conflict mediation, and we have virtually abstained
from post-conflict military stabilisation – conflict
relapse is proven to significantly decrease if there are
United Nations troops present.158
Our Integrated Approach serves as an important
roadmap for this as it thoroughly addresses all levels
of conflict. But unless it is implemented, we will not
see the necessary results. This will mean deploying
all available tools (diplomatic, economic, military)
to conflicts, and engaging a range of actors (e.g.
international organisations, governments, civil society)
in the process.159 And we must stay committed to
these efforts, as they normally take several years,
and explain their purpose to our citizens. In addition,
Europe might want to reconsider its support to
United Nations peacekeeping missions, which play
an important role in post-conflict stabilisation. At
the moment, Europe contributes just 7.4% of United
Nations peacekeeping troops (in contrast to China,
which is now the largest troop contributor).160

In both types of conflict, at home or
abroad, defence will not be the only
tool, but it will be the main tool.
This is perhaps the most difficult reality to accept
for Europeans and will inevitably require a change
in strategic culture. Most importantly, working
together on these challenges will make them
more manageable than facing them alone.

HOW DO WE PROTECT
DEMOCRACY AT HOME?
European democracy currently faces a series of
challenges: election meddling, populist parties,
challenges to the rule of law, unrest over reforms,
inequality and migration all appear to threaten
our political way of life in different ways. But the

current situation must not be misread merely as an
attack on democracy: it is also an opportunity to
adapt our systems to the new political environment
we now live in. The new environment is as much
about new connectivity and information flows as it
is about populism. In fact, political participation has
increased over the last years, indicating that161

Democracy is not in question
– but the way we practice it is.
Indeed, one of the many drivers of populism is
perceived government unresponsiveness rather
than the desire to install authoritarian regimes. It
is this frustration that outsiders can tap into and
feed in disinformation to destabilise our systems –
but it is not a frustration that cannot be remedied.
How political leaders connect to citizens, how
policy options are formulated, communicated and
implemented will determine how well ‘democracy
4.0’ will be suited for the coming years.
Protecting our own way of life therefore includes
closing the gap between citizens and their
governments by making it more visible and
approachable (at local and regional levels, for
instance), developing a relatable (rather than
technocratic) narrative, and reinvigorating the
European vision as something more than just
economics – but a desirable way of life well-suited
to manage the future. In addition, ‘populistproofing’ democratic critical infrastructure, especially
oversight and accountability mechanisms, will be
key to protect democracies in the case of a populist
government interlude. Once in government,
populists are often tempted to hollow out the rule of
law and certain basic freedoms (e.g. press), gradually
eroding democracy. Strengthening the rule of law
will therefore protect us from such populist erosion.

HOW DO WE
REACH EQUALITY?
In some ways, the current emphasis on inequality
brings us back to a point that was always a
cornerstone of European democracy: equality.
Although the discussion currently focuses on its
economic dimension, there is a broader case to be
made for equality as a long-term vision for European
well-being as a whole. In this sense, equality is about
more than labour markets and income: it is about
social inclusion, political participation and equal
access to opportunities. In other words
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The more equal our societies are,
the better prepared we are to face
the challenges of the future.
Achieving equality of participation and
opportunities is not an altruistic endeavour, it
will benefit all: studies show that improvements
to gender equality for instance would create up
to 10.5 million additional jobs by 2050, pushing
the Union’s employment rate to almost 80%.
If so, Europe’s GDP per capita could increase
by up to nearly 10% by that date.162 Regarding
excessive economic inequality, measures such as a
minimum wage, or a basic income are considered
as having a neutral or even positive effect on
growth.163 Improved education systems, including
mechanisms to promote life-long learning, will
better equip our societies are well-equipped for
the challenges of the future, allow them to adapt
and innovate, and manage modern connectivity
and false information. This essentially requires
two things: an understanding of inequality that
goes beyond economics – and committed political
leadership.
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ACTION AND INACTION:

TWO SCENARIOS

FOR 2030
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2

030 will be, of course, more than just two
scenarios: it will be the result of our actions,
and action is what foresight tries to generate.
To illustrate the difference between action and
inaction further, to bring it to life and make us
understand the consequences of our (in)action
more vividly, we outline the two extremes below. In
reality, the future will in all likelihood not resemble
one of these two, but lie somewhere in between.

IF WE TAKE ACTION
Climate change effects are diminished because
states have taken more and faster action:
temperatures rise but not more than 1.5 degrees.
The EU, China and Japan join forces to mitigate
the effects of American withdrawal from the Paris
agreement. While in the short-term Europe has
to accept a total GDP loss of $9–32 billion in
this scenario, it is compensated by an increase
in global importance, relational power and a
leadership role beyond 2030 in transiting to a
new, green economy.164 Policy decisions prevent
100 million people from falling into extreme
poverty: preventive measures are taken against
wildfires, reducing the impact of heat on less
healthy persons and diminishing the anticipated
costs.
A direct political gain is that an increasing share of
clean energy in total energy consumption reduces
European dependency on oil and gas imports
from Russia and the Middle East, and contributes
further to curbing greenhouse emissions
alongside new technologies.
Europe prepares its labour force for the disruption
caused by technological progress through training

and education, easing not only the transition but
generating new jobs in the process.165
Europeans finally take health-improving
measures (such as 150 minutes of exercise per
week, especially for those 60 years and older,
and improve nutrition in older adults) and
adapt work environments to the needs of older
adults. Ageism is addressed, and older citizens
continue to play a productive role in society.166
Policies are developed reducing the morbidity
rate substantially: Europeans now spend 80%
of their lives in good health (rather than 63% in
2018) thanks to moderate exercise and consistent
nutrition. Due to a change in diet, Europeans not
only lose weight, which boosts their health further
– they also reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
Artificial intelligence and big data are used to
improve human lives. AI takes over repetitive
human jobs, but humans remain in charge of the
main jobs. Humans now steer artificial intelligence
in support of their well-being. A common
agreement on the use of autonomous machines
in warfare, such as the one proposed by the
United Nations Secretary General, ensures humans
remain in charge of lethal decisions.167
Europe invests more in R&D and at last reaches its
3.0% target in 2020; this means it keeps pushing the
technological frontier. Moreover, better cooperation
between member states in the research field creates
an environment that incentivises innovation.
Democracy recovers from its recent setbacks both
in Europe and internationally: the stabilisation
of Tunisia’s system, thanks to European support,
proves to citizens in the broader region that
democracy is beginning to make inroads in the

Climate change threatens to worsen poverty, but good development can help

Policy
choices
Prosperity
scenario
Poverty
scenario

No climate change

Number of people in
extreme poverty by
2030
142 million

90 million

Climate change scenario

Low-impact scenario

High-impact scenario

+ 3 million

+ 16 million

Additional number of people in extreme poverty due to
climate change by 2030

Minimum
+3 million

Maximum
+6 million

Minimum
+16 million

Maximum
+25 million

Minimum
-25 million

Maximum
+97 million

Minimum
+33 million

Maximum
+165 million

+ 35 million

+ 122 million

Source: Rozenberg and Hallegatte, forthcoming.
Note: The main results use the two representative scenarios for prosperity and poverty. The ranges are based on 60 alternatives
poverty scenarios and 60 alternative prosperity scenarios.
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Middle East and North Africa. In Europe, reduced
rates of inequality, relatable political styles and
positive economic developments mean that
populist parties lose support. Regulated migration,
assisted by integration programmes, reduces
xenophobia and increases equality.
Violent conflict is mostly managed by a robust
prevention programme developed by the United
Nations; Europe is capable of defending itself
in the real world and the cyber domain, making
cyber-attacks much less effective. Thanks to
increased cooperation within the Union, the EU
develops a strong strategic degree of autonomy
because it continues to invest in closer defence
cooperation and capability development.
Europe reduces economic inequality by making
it a policy priority. The measures taken include
a stop to illicit outflows, labour abuses, and the
creation of a minimum wage on the continent;
abroad, the promotion of labour unions and
increased inclusion of women in the labour force
reduced inequalities and increased standards.
By installing an institutionalised foresight
capacity, European leaders manage to anticipate
and prepare for policy challenges – such as the
loss of jobs due to automation.
At the global level, Europeans remain strong and
cohesive, and build alliances with like-minded
states across the globe. The EU cooperates with
China and India (and other states) to maintain
a globally connected economy and to mitigate
climate change.

IF WE DO NOT
TAKE ACTION
On climate change, states do not honour their
commitments, meaning that the temperature
rises by over two degrees. Record-breaking
warm nights increase five-fold in Europe and
costs multiply in several areas: healthcare costs
increase as no provisions have been taken to
mitigate the impact of heat on older adults;
wildfires continue to spread; migration rates
increase, and production is significantly reduced
by droughts, floods and other extreme events. In
addition, climate change pushes more than 100
million people into extreme poverty by 2030 –
overturning the important progress made since
the 1980s.168 A growing sense of impeding doom
and panic undermines and divides societies,

putting at risk our cooperative structures at all
levels and stretching the EU's political stability to
breaking point.
On longevity, Europeans continue to exercise
little – costing EU countries €46.5 billion per year
in healthcare. Malnutrition, social exclusion and
inflexible work environments mean that older
adults are not only excluded from the workplace,
they increasingly fall ill, and place a significant
burden on European healthcare and welfare
systems.169
Unregulated advances in modern technology have
unintended consequences. For instance, the use of
robotics in warfare leads to indiscriminate killing;
the unchecked evolution of superintelligence
replaces human intelligence; big data is abused
to undermine democracies and even free will.
Jobs are lost without being replaced by new ones.
Europe continues investing little in R&D and falls
behind China in terms of innovation.
Continued support to ‘stabilocracies’ in the
Western Balkans and the Middle East delays the
emergence of stable democratic systems in these
regions.
In Europe, unchecked inequality, flanked by
large-scale loss of jobs as a result of technological
progress, provides populist parties with ample
pretexts to garner support. Lack of integration
of migrants and continued terrorist attacks fuel
xenophobia and empower populist parties further.
The absence of a functioning conflict resolution
mechanism means that violence to Europe’s
east and south continues to affect its security.
Instead of steering conflicts positively, the Union
is a passive bystander. In the military field, the
EU remains fragmented and defensive, as well as
vulnerable to asymmetric methods such as cyberattacks.
The income gap widens further, making the
unequal distribution of income even more visible.
Populist parties use this to their advantage in
Europe; in the Middle East, it contributes to civil
unrest.
At the international level, Europeans drift apart
in a race for national sovereignty. The strength
derived from their Union dissipates, diluting the
European voice on the international stage. As a
result, values such as democracy, human rights and
peaceful resolution of conflict are eroded globally.
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CONCLUSION

FORESIGHT DOES NOT
REPLACE THE FUTURE
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T

his report has set out with two objectives:
to moderately reduce our uncertainty when
it comes to the future, and to propel us
into action shaping it. One cannot be achieved
without the other: high degrees of either certainty
or uncertainty can lead to inaction, but inaction
would mean our certainties are worthless. This
also means that the success or failure of this
report is not determined by whether 2030 will
actually appear roughly as described here – but
by the extent of the action it generated. After all,
foresight does not replace the future – it informs
the future. In that sense,

Foresight is to decision-making
what reconnaissance is to warfare.
Without it, we risk stumbling ahead rather than
following a strategic vision. When it is well done,
it will guide our efforts, help us avoid mistakes
and focus our aim. When it is even better done, it
stimulates ideas, opens new avenues of thinking,
and infuses us with the élan and drive to be
proactive about what is to come. To achieve this,
foresight does not necessarily have to be accurate.
Rather, it must be creative, counterintuitive, and
even slightly controversial. If this report is read in
2030 with amusement, then it is hopefully because
we spurred ourselves and others into action.
When foresight fails to force decision-makers to
take action, it has failed altogether.

GLOBAL TRENDS TO 2030
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Although it may sound like a truism, this exercise
is particularly important now: even though
humanity continually faces challenges and
has to take decisions, the decade of the 2020s
will be one of decision-compression. In other
words, decisions taken in this period will set the
course well beyond 2030 and have ripple effects
which are not easily undone. In other words,
they will create the mega-trends for the coming
generations – for good or ill.
Action will be complicated by the crowded
agenda: from climate change to economic
transformation to a changing world order, the list
of disruptions is long. In addition, the instability
which often accompanies moments of transition
will mean that resources will often be diverted to
priorities in the present rather than those linked
to the future. To avoid this, regular foresight
exercises or even dedicated units can remind us to
stay the course.
No matter how tumultuous the coming years
will be,

Not losing sight of our goals
for the future will be the most
important task.
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